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Abstract
Keeping XML data in a consistent state w.r.t. both structure and content is a bur-
densome task. To maintain the consistency of ever-larger, complex XML repositories,
suitable mechanisms that are able to fix every possible inconsistency are needed. In this
article, we present a methodology for semi-automatically repairing faulty XML reposi-
tories that can be integrated on top of an existing rewriting-based verification engine.
As a formal basis for representing consistency criteria, we use a rule-based description
formalism that is realized in the language Maude. Then, starting from a categorization
of the kinds of errors that can be found during the verification process, we formulate
a stepwise transformation procedure that achieves correctness and completeness of the
XML repository w.r.t. its Maude formal specification while strictly observing the struc-
ture of the XML documents. With the aim of increasing the level of automation of our
repair methodology, we also define two correction strategies and two completion strate-
gies that reduce either the amount of information to be changed or the number of repair
actions to be executed in order to deliver an XML repository that is both correct and
complete. Finally, we describe a prototype implementation of the repairing tool, which
we use for an experimental evaluation of our method with good results.
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1. Introduction
The semi-structured nature, frequent updates, and the typically large number of
document sources and contributing authors/applications to XML repositories render
the consistency and quality ensuring of XML-based documentation a tedious and error-
prone task. Actually, Web systems are very often collaborative applications in which
many users freely contribute to update their contents (e.g. wikis, blogs, social networks,
. . . ). In this scenario, the task of keeping data correct and complete is particularly
arduous, because of the very poor control over the content update operations which
may easily lead to data inconsistency problems.
A lot of research work has been invested in consistency management and repair of
software applications and databases, but similar technologies for XML-based systems are
much less mature. In [1], a repair framework for inconsistent distributed documents that
complements the tool xlinkit [2] is presented. The main contribution is the semantics
that maps the first-order logic language of xlinkit (without interpreted functions) to a
catalogue of repairing actions that can be used to interactively correct rule violations.
Consistency rules are expressed in first-order logic with embedded XPath predicates
and may refer to external resources that can be mapped to XML representations such
as relational databases. If rules are violated, suggestions for repairing the detected
errors are generated and presented to the user (Nentwich et al., 2003). However, the
system does not predict whether a repair action can cause new errors to appear. Also,
xlinkit is not designed to be used by authors that do not have detailed knowledge
about XML processing. The xlinkit engine has been integrated into the commercial
software “messageAUTOMATION validator” [3], which offers a graphical rule editor and
a means for rule testing and management (Message Automation Ltd, 2010). Similarly,
in [4, 5], an extension for the tool CDET [6] is presented. This extension includes a
mechanism to remove inconsistencies from sets of interrelated documents, which is done
by first generating direct acyclic graphs (DAGs) that represent the relations among
the documents and then deriving suitable repairs directly from the DAGs. The formal
basis is full first-order logics that is interpreted over a language that relies on Haskell.
Temporal rules are supported and the interference of repairs is not completely neglected.
Both approaches [1] and [4] rely on basic techniques that are borrowed from the field
of active databases [7]. Current research in this field focuses on the derivation of active
rules that automatically fire repair actions leading to a consistent state after each update
[8].
Coelho et al. [9, 10, 11] use an extension of Prolog called XCentric to check and
repair the syntactic and semantic properties for the content of XML-based Web sites.
The XML Web document is translated into a temporary document that is composed of
logical terms that correspond to the XML tags in the original document. A sequence
of checking and repairing rules is applied on the translated document to verify the
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semantics of its content. The verified document is then translated back to its original
representation in XML. The main application of this tool is to verify the content of
collaborative Web sites such as Wikipedia [9]. The framework was first implemented in
[10] and then improved in [9, 11].
In [12], a methodology and a tool are proposed to suggest repairs to Web sites that
violate some requirements that are given in the form of Web rules and expressed in
a fragment of Xcerpt. The methodology consists of translating these Web rules into
abductive logic programs with constraints and processing the transformed programs
by means of a general-purpose proof procedure called CIFF. The repairing tool, called
CIFFWEB, consists of CIFF together with the translation from rules to programs and
from Web sites to a suitable logical format.
In the Verdi project [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18], a rule-based, formal specification language
has been used to define syntactic/semantic properties of XML repositories and XML-
based Web sites. The key idea behind this approach is to exploit the power of term
rewriting [19] and Rewriting Logic (RWL) [20] to support the specification and efficient
manipulation of XML/HTML documentation in a natural and effective way. Rewriting
Logic is a very general logical and semantic framework that is particularly suitable
for formalizing highly concurrent, complex systems (e.g., biological systems and Web
systems [21]). RWL is efficiently implemented in the high-performance system Maude
[22]. In the Verdi project, a rewriting-based verification facility, which was developed
in Maude, identifies the requirements not fulfilled by the XML repository and helps in
repairing errors by finding wrong, incomplete or missing XML contents. Consistency
of the original XML documents is checked with respect to both syntactic and semantic
formal descriptions. This approach has several advantages for document verification.
We not only extract the erroneous data but we also identify its source in the documents,
a feature which is necessary for error tracing and repairing. The verification engine
was endowed with a semi-automatic repairing methodology in [16] and a preliminary
implementation of the repairing methodology was described in [23].
While the errors in a given XML repository are often deeply interrelated, the rewriting-
based repair framework of [16] does not explore the relation/dependencies among the
identified errors. Such an analysis can be a potential source of optimization and may
increase the level of automation of the repair system because the correction of a given
bug may lead to an automatic fix for a “related” bug without the need to execute a spe-
cific repair action. This idea was first explored in the correction strategies also defined
in [23].
In recent years, the rule-based approach has experienced growing popularity in XML
applications [24]. Nevertheless, as far as we know, there has been little exploration of the
rewriting-based techniques for the repairing of XML repositories to date. Actually, we
only know of one previous rewriting-based approach for XML processing and transfor-
mation: a term rewriting implementation is provided in [25] for (a fragment of) XSLT,
the rule-based language designed by W3C for the transformation of XML documents.
A related rewriting-based approach is [26], which defines HTML transformations with
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the aim of improving Web applications by cleaning up syntax, reorganizing frames, or
updating to new standards. The work in [24] defines a rule-based approach to XML pro-
cessing and Web reasoning that uses an extension of logic programming using unranked
signatures (flexible arity, i.e., variadic symbols) and advanced rule-based programming
features for hedge (aka unranked term sequence) transformations, strategies, and regu-
lar constraints. A Rewriting Logic approach to the formal specification and verification
of dynamic Web applications can be found in [27].
This article is a revised and extended version of our methodology for repairing faulty
XML repositories in [16, 23] that provides further conceptual and technical content. The
main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
• A rewriting-based framework for document verification and repair is presented
where the emphasis is placed on providing strategies to reduce the complexity and
to increase the quality of the repaired documentation. The rule-based approach
supports the concise definition of repairing rules for document formats based on
XML or HTML.
• We complement our methodology by defining two correction strategies and two
completion strategies that increase the level of automation of our repair method.
Specifically, the proposed strategies optmize both the amount of information to
be changed and the number of repair actions to be executed in a faulty XML
repository to make it both correct and complete. In both cases, it is worth noting
that the number of errors that we need to correct in order to get a repaired XML
repository W is much lower than the total number of errors that occur in W. Con-
sequently, employing these strategies may significantly improve the performance
of the repair process. To our knowledge, no repair system supports this kind of
optimization based on repairing strategies, which can lead to a faster and simpler
correction of the faulty repository.
• We also provide a new, totally redesigned implementation of the proposed tech-
nique in order to: (i) provide automatic support for the repairing strategies, (ii)
improve the performance of the tool, and (iii) make the system easier to use and ex-
tend. The implemented tool, called WifiX, together with a set of examples and its
XML API is publicly available at http://safe-tools.dsic.upv.es/repairing.
An on-line Java Web client that interacts with the Web verification and repair
service is also available.
Plan of the Paper. The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 summa-
rizes some preliminary definitions and notations about term rewriting systems that are
needed in our formulation. In Section 3, we first briefly recall the rewriting-based XML
verification framework of [15]. We also categorize the different kinds of errors that can
be identified in a faulty repository and that are the input for the repair process. In
Section 4, we provide a catalogue of repair actions that can be used to define some
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basic repair techniques. These techniques allow correctness as well as completeness er-
rors to be fixed through suitable delete/insert actions which modify the content of the
XML repository under examination. In Section 5, we carry out a systematic analysis
on the relations among correctness errors, which we exploit to formalize two optimized,
semi-automatic correction strategies that deliver a correct XML repository: 1) the NAR
strategy (correctioN with Action Reduction), which allows the number of repair ac-
tions that are executed to be reduced, and 2) the NDR strategy (correctioN with Data
Reduction), which reduces the amount of information to be changed/removed in order
to correct the XML repository. Similarly, with regard to completeness, in Section 6 we
formalize two additional optimized, completion strategies that deliver a complete XML
repository: 3) the MDR strategy (coMpletion with Deletion Reduction), which reduces
the number of deletion repair actions that are needed to complete the XML repository,
and 4) the MAR strategy (coMpletion with Addition Reduction), which allows the num-
ber of addition/insertion repair actions that are executed to be reduced. In all cases,
it is worth noting that the number of errors that we need to consider to get a repaired
XML repository W is much lower than the total number of errors that occur in W.
Consequently, employing these strategies guarantees a more efficient repair. Section 7
describes the repairing tool WifiX and its service-oriented architecture, and reports on
some experiments that we have conducted. Finally, Section 8 concludes.
2. Preliminaries
Term rewriting systems provide an adequate computational model for functional
languages. In the sequel, we follow the standard framework of term rewriting (see [28]).
By V , we denote a countably infinite set of variables, and Σ denotes a set of function
symbols, or signature. We consider variadic signatures as in [29] (i.e., signatures in
which symbols have an unbounded arity, that is, they may be followed by an arbitrary
number of arguments). τ(Σ,V) and τ(Σ) denote the non-ground term algebra and the
term algebra built on Σ ∪ V and Σ. Terms are viewed as labeled trees in the usual way.
Positions are represented by sequences of natural numbers that denote an access path in
a term. The empty sequence Λ denotes the root position. By notation w1.w2, we denote
the concatenation of position w1 and position w2. Positions are ordered by the prefix
ordering, that is, given the positions w1 and w2, w1 ≤ w2 if there exists a position x such
that w1.x = w2. Given S ⊆ Σ∪V , OS(t) denotes the set of positions of a term t that are
rooted by symbols in S. Moreover, for any position x, {x}.OS(t) = {x.w | w ∈ OS(t)}.
t|u is the subterm at the position u of t. t[r]u is the term t with the subterm rooted at
the position u replaced by r. We say that a term t is ground, if no variables occur in
t. A term t is linear, if t does not contain multiple occurrences of the same variable.
Syntactic equality between objects is represented by ≡. Given a set or a sequence of
elements S, by |S| we denote the number of elements in S.
A substitution σ ≡ {X1/t1, X2/t2, . . .} is a mapping from the set of variables V to the
set of terms τ(Σ,V) which is almost everywhere equal to the identity. By id we denote
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the identity substitution. The application of a substitution σ to a term t, denoted tσ,
is defined by induction on the structure of terms:
tσ =
{
xσ if t = x
f(t1σ, . . . , tnσ) if t = f(t1, . . . , tn)
In the second case of this denition, n = 0 is allowed: in this case, f is a constant symbol
and fσ = f .
Given a substitution σ, the domain of σ is the set Dom(σ) = {X|Xσ 6≡ X}. Given
two substitutions σ1 and σ2, such that Dom(σ2) ⊆ Dom(σ1), by σ1/σ2 we define the
substitution {X/t ∈ σ1 | X ∈ Dom(σ1) \ Dom(σ2)} ∪ {X/t ∈ σ2 | X ∈ Dom(σ1) ∩
Dom(σ2)} ∪ {X/X|X 6∈ Dom(σ1)}.
By Var(s) we denote the set of variables that occurs in the syntactic object s.
A term rewriting system (TRS for short) is a pair (Σ, R), where Σ is a signature
and R is a finite set of reduction (or rewrite) rules of the form λ → ρ, λ, ρ ∈ τ(Σ,V),
λ 6∈ V , and Var(ρ) ⊆ Var(λ). We will often write just R instead of (Σ, R). Sometimes,
we denote the signature of a TRS (Σ, R) by ΣR.
A rewrite step is the application of a rewrite rule to an expression. A term s rewrites
to a term t via r ∈ R, s→r t (or s→R t), if there is a position u ∈ OΣ(s), r ≡ λ→ ρ,
and a substitution σ such that s|u ≡ λσ and t ≡ s[ρσ]u. When no confusion can arise,
we will omit any subscript (i.e. s → t). A term s is an irreducible form (or normal
form) w.r.t. R if there is no term t s.t. s →R t. t is the irreducible form of s w.r.t. R
(in symbols s→!R t) if s→∗R t and t is irreducible.
We say that a TRS R is terminating if there is no infinite rewrite sequence t1 →R
t2 →R . . . A TRS R is confluent if, for all terms s, t1 and t2 such that s →∗R t1 and
s →∗R t2, there exists a term t s.t. t1 →∗R t and t2 →∗R t. When R is terminating and
confluent, it is called canonical . In canonical TRSs, each input term t can be reduced
to a unique irreducible form.
We say that the equation s = t holds in a canonical TRS R, if there exists an
irreducible form z ∈ τ(Σ,V) w.r.t. R such that s →!R z and t →!R z. Inequalities are
denoted by expressions of the form s 6= t. An inequality s 6= t holds in a canonical TRS
R iff the equation s = t does not hold in R.
Given a sequence c1, . . . cm, where each ci, i = 1, . . . ,m, is either an equation or an
inequality, we say that c1, . . . cm holds in a canonical term rewriting system R w.r.t. a
substitution σ, if each ciσ, i = 1, . . . ,m, holds in R.
3. Rewriting-based XML Verification
In this section, we briefly recall the formal verification methodology proposed in [15],
which allows us to detect erroneous or missing data in XML repositories that model the
information content of Web systems. First, we show that XML repositories can be
naturally interpreted as sets of terms over a suitable term algebra. Then, we present the
rule-based specification language that we devised to formally verify XML repositories.
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3.1. Modeling XML repositories
XML documents are provided with a tree-like structure that allows them to be
straightforwardly encoded into ordinary terms of a suitable term algebra τ(Text ∪Tag)1
More precisely, let us consider a finite set of 0-ary symbols T and a finite set of variadic
symbols Tag . We denote the set of all finite sequences of elements over T by Text , and
assume that the sets Tag and Text are disjoint. An XML document p is any term of
τ(Text ∪ Tag) that can be generated by the following BNF-like grammar 2:
〈XMLDoc〉 := t(〈XMLDocList〉) | w with w ∈ Text , t ∈ Tag
〈XMLDocList〉 := 〈XMLDoc〉 , 〈XMLDocList〉 | 
Througout the paper, XML documents of the form t() are simply denoted by t. XML
repositories are finite sets of XML documents.
Example 3.1
Figure 1 specifies an XML repository as a set of ground terms. This repository
includes the data of a research group such as member affiliations, scientific publications,
research projects, teaching information, and member personal data.
Similarly, to represent templates of XML documents that share a common structure,
we will also consider non-ground XML documents in the term algebra τ(Text ∪Tag ,V),
which we call XML document templates.
3.2. The rule-based specification language
An XML specification is a triple (R, ICN , ICM), where R, ICN , and ICM are finite
sets of rules. The set R contains the definition of some auxiliary functions that the user
would like to provide (e.g., string processing, arithmetic, and boolean operators). R is
formalized as a canonical term rewriting system, which is handled by standard rewriting
[28].
The second set ICN describes constraints for detecting erroneous XML documents
(CorrectNess rules). A correctness rule has the following form: λ ⇀ error | C, with
V ar(C) ⊆ V ar(λ), where λ is a linear term, error is a reserved constant, and C is a con-
dition —i.e. a (possibly empty) finite sequence of equations and inequalities c1, . . . , cn.
We denote the empty condition by ∅.
Roughly speaking, when an instance λσ of λ is recognized inside an XML document
and the condition C holds in the TRS R w.r.t. σ, then a correctness error is detected.
Given a correctness rule rCN = λ ⇀ error | C, λ ⇀ error is called the unconditional
part of rCN .
1To keep the framework simple, we consider XML tag attributes as common tagged elements, and
hence translated in the same way.
2Note that symbol  in the BNF-like grammar denotes the empty string.
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(P1) {members(member(name(mario),surname(rossi),status(professor)),
member(name(franca),surname(bianchi),status(technician)),
member(name(giulio),surname(verdi),status(student)),
member(name(ugo),surname(blu),status(professor))
),
(P2) person(fullname(mariorossi),phone(3333),status(professor)),
(P3) person(fullname(francabianchi),status(technician),phone(5555),
email(bianchi@myresearchgroup.org)),
(P4) person(fullname(annagialli),status(professor), email(gialli@gmail.com),
phone(4444),teaching(course(algebra))),
(P5) pubs(pub(name(ugo),surname(blu),title(pubtitle1),blink(year(2003))),
pub(name(anna),surname(gialli),title(pubtitle2),year(2002))),
(P6) projects(project(pname(A1),grant1(1000),grant2(200),
total(1100),coordinator(fullname(mariorossi))),
project(pname(B1),grant1(2000),grant2(1000),
projectleader(surname(gialli),name(anna)),
total(3000)))}
Figure 1: An example of an XML repository for a research group
3.1. Modeling XML repositories
XML documents are provided with a tree-like structure that allows them to be
straightforwardly encoded into ordinary, ground terms of a suitable term algebra ⌧(Text[
Tag), where Text[Tag is a signature that contains the text and the tags on which XML
documents are built. Note that XML tag attributes can be considered as common tagged
elements, and hence translated in the same way. Therefore, in our framework, an XML
document is defined as a term that belongs to ⌧(Text [ Tag). XML repositories are
finite sets of XML documents, that is, finite sets of ground terms in the term algebra
⌧(Text [ Tag).
Example 3.1
Figure 1 specifies an XML repository as a set of ground terms. This repository
includes the data of a research group such as member a liations, scientific publications,
research projects, teaching information, and member personal data.
In order to represent a template of XML documents that share a common structure,
we will also consider non-ground terms of the term algebra ⌧(Text [Tag ,V), which may
contain variables. A term s 2 ⌧(Text [ Tag ,V) is called XML document template.
3.2. The rule-based specification language
An XML specification is a triple (R, ICN , ICM), where R, ICN , and ICM are finite
sets of rules. The set R contains the definition of some auxiliary functions that the user
would like to provide (e.g., string processing, arithmetic, and boolean operators). R is
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Figure 1: An example of an XML repository for a research group
It is worth noting that the expressiveness of correctness rules is at least comparable
with the expressive power of regular expression types. Indeed, the rule condition C may
include calls to functions which are specified by using the term rewriting system formal-
ism (which provides an adequate, Turing-complete, computational model for first-order
functional languages). For instance, the validation of an XML document p w.r.t. a given
XML type (modeled by, e.g., a DTD or a more powerful XML Schema specification)
can be formalized by a correctness rule of the form
p ⇀ error | validate(p) = false
where validate is a function, whose TRS specification implements the desired validation
algorithm.
The third set of rules ICM specifies some requirements that signal incomplete/missing
XML documents (CoMpleteness rules). A completeness rule is defined as λ ⇀ ρ 〈q〉,
where λ and ρ are terms, λ is linear, and q ∈ {E,A}. A Completeness rule λ ⇀ ρ 〈q〉
specifies that an instance of the right-hand side ρ must be included in all documents
(〈A〉) or some docum nts (〈E〉) of the XML repository, whenever a embedding of the
left-hand λ is detected in some XML document. We use ttributes 〈A〉 nd 〈E〉 to
distinguish “universal” from “existential” rules.
Sometimes, we may be interested in checking a given completeness property only on
a subset P of the whole repository. For this purpose, some symbols in the right-hand
sides of the rules can be marked by means of the fresh constant symbol ]. Marking
information of a given rule r is used to compute the subset P on which we want to check
the property formalized by r. More specifically, rule r is executed on all and only the Web
pages that embed the marked structure of r. For instance, consider the XML repository
W = {f(a, b, c), f(b), f(c, a)} and the completeness rule rCM = f(a) ⇀ ]f(]a, b)〈A〉. In
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this case, the universal rule rCM is executed only on the set P = {f(a, b, c), f(c, a)} that
contains those XML documents of W embedding the marked term f(a).
Given a completeness rule rCM = λ ⇀ ρ 〈q〉, λ ⇀ ρ is called the unquantified part of
rCM .
Example 3.2
Consider the XML specification that consists of the following completeness and cor-
rectness rules together with a term rewriting system that defines the string concatenation
function ++, the relational operator ≤, the arithmetic operators + and * for natural num-
bers, and the boolean function inRegExp(s, e) that checks whether a string s belongs
to the regular language denoted by the regular expression e3. That is:
r1) member(name(X), surname(Y)) ⇀ ]person(fullname(X ++Y), status) 〈E〉
r2) person(status(professor)) ⇀ ]person(]status(]professor), teaching) 〈A〉
r3) pub(name(X), surname(Y)) ⇀ ]member(name(X), surname(Y)) 〈E〉
r4) courselink(url(X), urlname(Y)) ⇀ coursedocument(title(Y)) 〈E〉
r5) email(X) ⇀ error | inRegExp(X, [:Text:]+@myresearchgroup.org) = false
r6) project(grant1(X), grant2(Y), total(Z)) ⇀ error | X + Y 6= Z
r7) project(grant1(X), grant2(Y)) ⇀ error | X 6= Y ∗ 2
r8) total(Z) ⇀ error | 500000 ≤ Z = true
This XML specification models a number of properties for the XML repository of
Figure 1. Rules r1–r4 are completeness rules, while r5–r8 are correctness rules.
The first rule formalizes the following property: if there is an XML document that
contains group member information, then for each member, an XML personal record
should exist that contains (at least) the full name and the status of this member. The
full name is computed by concatenating the name and the surname strings by means of
the ++ function.
The second rule states that, whenever a personal record of a professor is recognized,
that record must also include some teaching information. The rule is universal since it
must hold for each professor personal record.
The third rule specifies that, whenever there exists an XML document that con-
tains information about scientific publications, each author of a publication should be
a member of the research group.
The fourth rule formalizes the broken link property, that is, for each link to a course,
there must be a document that describes that course.
The fifth rule specifies invalid email addresses by using the regular expression
[: Text :]+@myresearchgroup.org,
which identifies the regular language that contains all the strings of the form
text@myresearchgroup.org, where text is a string built over the set Text .
3Regular languages are represented by means of the usual Unix-like regular expressions syntax.
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The last three rules (r6, r7, and r8) state that, for each research project, the total
project budget must be equal to the sum of the grants (r6), the first grant must double
the second one (r7), and the total budget must be less than 500000 euros (r8).
The error diagnoses are carried out by running XML specifications on XML repos-
itories. This is mechanized by means of partial rewriting, which is a novel rewriting
technique that is obtained by replacing the traditional pattern-matching of term rewrit-
ing with a new mechanism based on homeomorphic embedding (cf. [15]).
3.3. Partial rewriting
Partial rewriting extracts “some pieces of information” from a document, pieces
them together, and then rewrites the glued term. The assembling is done by means of
a single embedding relation, which allow us to verify whether a given XML document
template is somehow “enclosed” within another one and thus replaces the traditional
pattern matching mechanism [30].
We give a definition of partial embedding, E, which is an adaptation of the home-
omorphic embedding proposed in [31], where: (i) a simpler treatment of the variables
is considered; (ii) function symbols with variable arities are allowed; (iii) the relative
positions of the arguments of terms are ignored (i.e., f(a, b) is not distinguishable from
f(b, a)); and (iv) we ignore the usual diving rule4 [31].
Definition 3.3 (partial embedding) The partial embedding relation
E⊆ τ(Text ∪ Tag ,V)× τ(Text ∪ Tag ,V)
on XML document templates is the least relation that satisfies:
1. X E t, for all X ∈ V and t ∈ τ(Text ∪ Tag ,V).
2. f(t1, . . . , tm) E g(s1, . . . , sn) iff f ≡ g and
ti E spi(i), for i = 1, . . . ,m, and injective function
pi : {1, . . . ,m} → {1, . . . , n}.
Whenever s E t, we say that t embeds s (or s is embedded or “recognized” in t). The
intuition behind the above definition is that the structure of the template s appears
within the template t
Now we are ready to introduce the partial rewrite relation between XML document
templates. In order to keep our description simple, w.l.o.g. for the time being we disre-
gard conditions and/or quantifiers from the XML specification rules. Roughly speaking,
given an XML specification rule λ ⇀ ρ, partial rewriting allows us to extract from a
given XML document s a subpart of s that is embedded in a ground instance of λ, and
4The diving rule allows one to “strike out” a part of the term on the right-hand side of the relation
E. Formally, s E f(t1, . . . tn), if s E ti, for some i.
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then replace s by a reduced, ground instance of ρ. Let s, t ∈ τ(Text ∪ Tag ,V). Then, s
partially rewrites to t, in symbols s
r,u,σ
⇀ t, iff there exist a rule r = λ ⇀ ρ, a substitution
σ, and a position u ∈ OTag(s) such that (i) λσ E s|u, and (ii) t = Reduce(ρσ,R), where
function Reduce(m,R) computes, by standard term rewriting, the irreducible form of
term m in R. Note that the context of the selected reducible expression s|u is disre-
garded after each partial rewrite step. By notation s ⇀I t, we denote that s is partially
rewritten to t using a rule that belongs to the set I. Also, when the context is clear, we
simply write s ⇀ t. The transitive (resp., transitive and reflexive) closure of the relation
⇀ is denoted by ⇀+ (resp., ⇀∗).
3.4. XML verification methodology
Correctness (resp. completeness) errors are detected by applying XML correctness
(resp. completeness) specification rules to a given faulty XML repository. We classify
the kinds of errors that can be found in an XML repository in terms of the different
outputs delivered by our verification technique, when it is fed with an XML specification.
In the following sections, we will exploit this classification to develop our repairing
methodology.
3.4.1. Applying the correctness rules to XML documents
Given an XML specification (R, ICN , ICM), a correctness error is discovered in an
XML document p, whenever p is partially rewritten to the constant error using the
unconditional part of some correctness rule λ ⇀ error | C ∈ ICN , and the associated
condition C holds in R w.r.t. the computed substitution.
More formally,
Definition 3.4 (correctness error) Let W be an XML repository, and let (R, ICN , ICM)
be an XML specification. Then, the tuple (p, w, λ, σ, C) is a correctness error iff there
exist rCN = λ ⇀ error | C ∈ ICN , a substitution σ, and w ∈ OTag(p), such that
p
rCN ,w,σ⇀ error and C holds in R w.r.t. σ.
Given a correctness error (p, w, λ, σ, C), λσ represents the erroneous information that
is embedded in a subterm of the XML document p, namely p|w.
We denote the set of all correctness errors of an XML repository W w.r.t. a set of
correctness rules ICN by ECN(W ). When no confusion can arise, we just write ECN .
3.4.2. Applying the completeness rules to XML documents
Completeness errors are detected by partially rewriting XML documents using com-
pleteness rules.
Roughly speaking, given the unquantified part λ ⇀ ρ of a completeness rule and an
XML document p embedding an instance λσ of λ, we partially rewrite p, that is, we
replace p that embeds λσ with the instantiated right-hand side ρσ, in symbols p ⇀ ρσ.
Each term ρσ generated by partial rewriting is considered to be a requirement. Then,
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from all the requirements computed by partially rewriting the XML documents, new
requirements are generated by applying further partial rewriting steps.
Finally, by a new partial embedding test, for each computed requirement, we check
whether it is recognized within the XML repository. If the test fails, a completeness
error is signaled.
With regard to completeness errors, we can distinguish three classes of errors: (i) miss-
ing XML documents; (ii) universal completeness errors; (iii) existential completeness
errors.
Definition 3.5 (Missing XML document) Let W be an XML repository, and let
(R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification. Then the pair (p ⇀
+
ICM
req ,W ) is a missing
XML document error if there exists p ∈ W s.t. p ⇀+ICM req and req ∈ τ(Text ∪ Tag)
does not belong to W .
When a missing XML document error is detected, the pair (req ,W ) signals that the
expression req does not appear in the whole XML repository W .
In order to formalize existential as well as universal completeness errors, the following
auxiliary definition is helpful.
Definition 3.6 Let P be a set of terms in τ(Text ∪ Tag), and let req ∈ τ(Text ∪ Tag)
be a term. We say that P is universally (resp. existentially) complete w.r.t. req iff for
each p ∈ P (resp. for some p ∈ P ), there exists w ∈ OTag(p) s.t. req E p|w.
Definition 3.7 (Universal completeness error) Let W be an XML repository, P ⊆
W , and p ∈ W . Let (R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification and p ⇀+ICM req. Then,
the triple (p ⇀+ICM req , P, A) is a universal completeness error if P is not universally
complete w.r.t. req.
Definition 3.8 (Existential completeness error) Let W be an XML repository, P ⊆
W , and p ∈ W . Let (R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification and p ⇀+ICM req. Then, the
triple (p ⇀+ICM req , P, E) is an existential completeness error, if P is not existentially
complete w.r.t. req.
The requirement req appearing in a completeness error (i.e. missing XML document,
existential/universal completeness error) is called missing requirement.
Note that Definition 3.7 (resp. Definition 3.8) formalizes the fact that the XML
repository W fails to fullfil the property that a piece of information must occur in all
(resp. some) XML documents of a given subset P of W . We denote by ECM(W ) the set
that contains all the completeness errors w.r.t. ICM for an XML repository W . When
no confusion can arise, we just write ECM .
Given a completeness error e, RSeq(e) denotes the partial rewriting sequence included
in e, and Req(e) specifies the missing requirement included in e. In other words, if e =
(p ⇀+ req ,W ) or e = (p ⇀+ req , P, E), or e = (p ⇀+ req , P, A), RSeq(e) = p ⇀+ req
and Req(e) = req , respectively.
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4. Repairing Correctness and Completeness errors
In order to repair a faulty XML repository, we introduce four repair actions that will
be used as primitives within the repair strategies. The primitive repair actions that we
consider are the following:
• change(p, w, t), which replaces the subterm p|w in p with the term t;
• insert(p, w, t), which modifies the term p by adding the term t into p|w;
• add(p,W ), which adds the XML document p to the XML repository W ;
• delete(p, t), which deletes all the occurrences of the term t in the XML document
p.
Each repair action returns the transformed XML document/repository after its ex-
ecution. Note that it is possible for a particular error to be repaired by means of
different actions. For instance, a correctness error can be fixed by either deleting the
incorrect/forbidden information, or by changing the data that give rise to that error.
Similarly, a completeness error can be fixed by either (i) inserting the missing informa-
tion, or (ii) deleting all the data in the XML repository that caused that error. Moreover,
the modification or insertion of arbitrary information may cause the appearance of new
correctness errors. In order to avoid this, we have to ensure that the data considered for
insertion are correct w.r.t. the XML specification, i.e., they cannot fire any correctness
rule. The following definition formalizes this idea.
Definition 4.1 Let (R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification, and let p ∈ τ(Text ∪ Tag)
be an XML document. Then, p is correct w.r.t. (ICN , R), iff for each w ∈ OTag(p) and
(λ ⇀ ρ | C) ∈ ICN , either (i) there is no σ s.t. λσ E p|w; or (ii) λσ E p|w, but C does
not hold in R w.r.t. σ.
In the following, we develop some basic approaches that get rid of both, correctness
and completeness errors from an XML repository. We proceed as follows. First, we deal
with correctness errors. We define two repair techniques that allow wrong information
to be removed from an XML repository: correctness through deletion, and correctness
through change. Then, we focus our attention on completeness errors and define two
repair techniques that fix completeness errors: completeness through insertion, and com-
pleteness through deletion.
4.1. Fixing Correctness Errors
Throughout this section, we will consider a given XML repository W , an XML
specification (R, ICN , ICM) and the set ECN(W ) 6= ∅ of the correctness errors w.r.t.
(ICN , R) for W .
Given e = (p, w, λ, σ, C) ∈ ECN , e can be repaired in two distinct ways: we can decide
either (i) to remove the wrong content λσ from the XML document p (specifically, from
p|w), or (ii) to change λσ into a piece of correct information.
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4.1.1. Correctness through Deletion
In this case, we simply remove all the occurrences of the subterm p|w of the XML
document p that contain the wrong information λσ by applying the repair action
delete(p, p|w).5 This way, we delete those data, that fired the correctness rule respon-
sible for the error, from the faulty page p.
Example 4.2
Consider the XML repository in Figure 1 and the XML specification in Example 3.2.
The rule r5 of the specification generates the following correctness error
(P4, 3, email(X), {X/gialli@gmail.com},
inRegExp(X, [:Text:]+@myresearchgroup.org) = false)
since the email address in page P4 is not valid according to the specification encoded
in rule r5. The error can be fixed by applying the repair action delete(P4, P4|3), that
removes the wrong email from page P4.
4.1.2. Correctness through Change
Given a correctness error e = (p, w, λ, σ, C) ∈ ECN , we replace the subterm p|w of
the XML document p with a new term t that is introduced by the user. The new term
t must fulfill some conditions that are automatically provided and checked in order to
guarantee the correctness of the inserted information. In the following, we show how
these constraints can be computed.
Roughly speaking, whenever we fix some wrong data by executing a repair action
change(p, w, t), it is not enough to ensure that the term t being introduced has no
correctness errors (i.e., it is correct w.r.t. (ICN , R)); we also need to consider t within
the context that surrounds it in p. If we do not pay attention to such a global condition,
some subtle correctness errors might arise as witnessed by the following example.
Example 4.3
Consider the XML document p = f(g(a), b, h(c)) and the following correctness rule
set
ICN = {(r1) f(g(b)) ⇀ error, (r2) g(a) ⇀ error}.
The XML document p contains a correctness error according to rule (r2). By executing
the repair action
change(f(g(a), b, h(c)), 1, g(b)).
5Note that, instead of removing the whole subterm p|w, it would also be possible to provide a more
precise though time-expensive implementation of the delete action that only gets rid of the part λσ of
p|w that is responsible for the correctness error.
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the XML document f(g(b), b, h(c)) is obtained from p. Although the term g(b) is correct
w.r.t. (ICN , R)) (i.e., it does not introduce any new correctness error), the replacement
of g(a) with g(b) in p produces a new correctness error that is recognizable by rule (r1).
In order to avoid these kinds of undesirable repairs, we define the following global
correctness property, which simply prevents a newly introduced term t from firing any
correctness rule when inserted in the XML document to be fixed.
The following definition is auxiliary. Let s, t ∈ τ(Text ∪ Tag) s.t. s E t. We define
the set Embs(t) as the set of all the positions in t that embed some subterm of s. For
instance, consider the terms f(k, g(c)), and f(b, g(c), k). Then, f(k, g(c)) E f(b, g(c), k),
and
Embf(k,g(c))(f(b, g(c), k)) = {Λ, 2, 2.1, 3}
Definition 4.4 Let (R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification, p
′ = change(p, w, t) be a
repair action that produces the XML document p′. Then, change(p, w, t) obeys the
global correctness property if, for each correctness error e = (p′, w′, λ, σ, C) such that
w′ ≤ w, satisfies that
{w}.OTag(t) ∩ {w′}.Embλσ(p′|w′) = ∅
The idea behind Definition 4.4 is that any error e in the new page p′ = change(p, w, t),
which is obtained by inserting term t within p, is not a consequence of this change but
already existed in a different subterm of p. For this purpose, we require that (the set of
positions of) the wrong information λσ does not “overlap” the considered term t.
Example 4.5
Consider Example 4.3 again. The repair action
change(f(g(a), b, h(c)), 1, g(b))
does not obey the global correctness property. Indeed, it generates an XML document
f(g(b), b, h(c)) that contains a new correctness error w.r.t. the considered specification.
The following proposition holds.
Proposition 4.6 Let (R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification, and let W be an XML
repository. Let ECN(W ) be the set of correctness errors that appear in W , and let
(p, w, λ, σ, C) ∈ ECN(W ) be a correctness error. By executing a repair action delete(p, p|w)
(resp., change(p, w, t) such that it obeys the global correctness property and t is correct
w.r.t. (ICN , R)), we have that
|ECN(W ′)| < |ECN(W )|
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where
W ′ = (W \ {p}) ∪ {delete(p, p|w)}
(resp., W ′ = (W \ {p}) ∪ {change(p, w, t)})
Proof. We prove the two cases separately.
Case (i). Assume that the repair action delete(p, pw) is executed. In this case, the proof
is immediate, since the correctness error (p, w, λ, σ, C) is repaired by executing
delete(p, p|w), and no new information is added to the XML repository, hence, no
extra correctness errors can be introduced.
Case (ii). Assume that the repair action change(p, w, t) is executed. By hypothe-
sis, change(p, w, t) obeys the global correctness property and t is correct w.r.t.
(ICN , R). The proof for this case is also immediate. It suffices to observe that
t is free of correctness errors since it is correct w.r.t. (ICN , R). Furthermore,
Definition 4.4 (global correctness property) prevents new errors from being in-
troduced by the application of the repair action change(p, w, t). Hence, the
execution of change(p, w, t) repairs the error (p, w, λ, σ, C). Therefore, |W ′| =
|(W \ {p}) ∪ {change(p, w, t)}| < |W |.
Proposition 4.6 states that the application of Correctness through Deletion and Correct-
ness through Change techniques decreases the number of correctness errors of the original
XML repository at least by one. Therefore, the correctness of an XML repository can
be achieved by repeated applications of Correctness through Deletion and Correctness
through Change techniques to distinct correctness errors. Also, note that each applica-
tion of the considered repair techniques involves the execution of a delete or a change
action that might repair multiple correctness errors, simultaneously — e.g., given two
correctness errors e1 and e2 in the same subterm t of an XML document p, by deleting
t we repair both e1 and e2 in p. This fact can be exploited to develop optimized, repair
strategies that free an XML repository from correctness errors (See Section 5 for further
details).
4.2. Fixing Completeness Errors
In this section, we address the problem of fixing completeness errors through suitable
repair actions. Without loss of generality, we assume that W is an incomplete but correct
XML repository w.r.t. a given XML specification (R, ICN , ICM). Such an assumption
will allow us to design repairs that “complete” the XML repository and do not introduce
any incorrect information.
Let ECM(W ) be the set of completeness errors w.r.t. ICM for the XML repository
W . Any completeness error that belongs to ECM(W ) can be repaired following distinct
techniques and, thus, by applying distinct repair actions. On the one hand, we can
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think of adding the needed data whenever an XML document or a piece of information
in an XML document is missing. On the other hand, all the information that caused the
error might be removed to get rid of the bug. In both cases, we make use of compound
repair actions, that is, sequences of repair actions that must be executed to fix a given
completeness error.
In the following, we distinguish and discuss about the two possible repair techniques
mentioned above.
4.2.1. Completeness through Insertion
We consider two distinct kinds of repair actions, namely add(p,W ) and insert(p, w, t),
according to the kind of completeness error we have to fix. The former action adds a
new XML document p to an XML repository W and thus will be employed whenever
a missing XML document error needs to be fixed. The latter action allows us to add
a new piece of information t to (a subterm of) an incomplete XML document p, and
therefore is suitable to repair universal as well as existential completeness errors.
Both the add action and the insert action introduce new information in the XML
repository that might be potentially dangerous since it may contain erroneous as well
as incomplete data. It is therefore important to constrain the kind of information a user
may want to add. In order to preserve correctness, we compel the user to only insert
correct information in the sense of Definition 4.1. Hence, the new data to be added by
the execution of some repair action cannot subsequently fire a correctness rule.
Additionally, we want to prevent the execution of the repair actions from introducing
new completeness errors, that is, we just want to fix all and only the initial set of
completeness errors of the XML repository W, namely ECM(W ).
Definition 4.7 (acceptable insertion/addition w.r.t. completeness) Let (R, ICN , ICM)
be an XML specification, and let W be an XML repository. Let ECM(W ) be the set of
completeness errors of W .
• the repair action p1 = insert(p, w, t) is acceptable w.r.t. (R, ICN , ICM) and W iff
1. p1 is correct w.r.t. (ICN , R);
2. Req(e) E t|w, w ∈ OTag(t), for some e ∈ ECM(W );
3. if W ′ = (W \ {p}) ∪ {p1}, then ECM(W ′) ⊆ ECM(W ).
• the repair action add(p2,W ) is acceptable w.r.t. (R, ICN , ICM) and W iff
1. p2 is correct w.r.t. (ICN , R);
2. Req(e) E p2|w, w ∈ OTag(p2), for some e ∈ ECM(W );
3. if W ′ = add(p2,W ), then ECM(W ′) ⊆ ECM(W ).
Definition 4.7 guarantees that the information that is added by insert and add
actions is not only correct but it does not yield any new completeness error either.
More precisely, the number of completeness errors does not increase by the effect of the
execution of these repair actions.
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Example 4.8
Consider the XML specification of Example 3.2 and the universal completeness error,
detected by rule r2, (P2 ⇀ person(status(professor), teaching), {P2, P4}, A) where
P2 and P4 are the personal records of Mario Rossi and Anna Gialli in the XML repos-
itory of Figure 1. To fix the error, we should add some teaching information to the
XML document P2, while XML document P4 is already complete w.r.t. the requirement
person(status(professor), teaching). Consider the pieces of information
t1 = teaching(course(title(Logic), syllabus(In this course we present . . .)))
t2 = teaching(courselink(url(www.mycourse.com), urlname(LogicCourse)))
If we introduce term t1, the corresponding insert action is acceptable. However,
the insertion of term t2 would produce a new completeness error (namely, a broken link
error), since rule r4 requires an XML document, that describes a course, for every course
link that occurs in the repository.
The Completeness through Insertion technique makes use of the compound, repair
action RepairByInsert of Definition 4.9 that may involve the execution of several
insert actions.
Definition 4.9 (RepairByInsert) Let W be an XML repository, and (R, ICN , ICM)
be an XML specification. Let ECM(W ) be the set of completeness errors w.r.t. ICM of
W and e ∈ ECM(W ).
The compound, repair action RepairByInsert(W, e) is defined according to the kind
of the considered completeness error e.
Missing XML document errors. If e = (p ⇀+ICM req ,W ),
RepairByInsert(W, e) transforms W into W ′ as follows:
W ′ = add(p′,W )
where p′ ∈ τ(Text ∪ Tag), req E p′|w for some w ∈ OTag(p), and add(p′,W ) is
acceptable w.r.t. (R, ICN , ICM) and W .
Existential completeness errors. If e = (p ⇀+ICM req , {p1, p2, . . . , pn}, E),
RepairByInsert(W, e) transforms W into W ′ as follows:
W ′ = (W \ {pi}) ∪ {insert(pi, w, t)}
where req E t for some t ∈ τ(Text ∪ Tag), pi ∈ W for some i = 1, . . . , n,
w ∈ OTag(pi), and insert(pi, w, t) is acceptable w.r.t. (R, ICN , ICM) and W .
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Universal completeness errors. If e = (p ⇀+ICM req , {p1, p2, . . . , pn}, A),
RepairByInsert(W, e) transforms W into W ′ as follows.
Let P ′ = {p′ ∈ {p1, . . . , pn} | req 6E p′|w′ ,∀w′ ∈ OTag(p′)}
W ′ = (W \ P ′) ∪ {insert(p′, w′, t′) |p′ ∈ P ′,
∃t′ ∈ τ(Text ∪ Tag), wi ∈ OTag(p′) s.t.
req E t′,
insert(p′, w′, t′) is acceptable w.r.t.
(R, ICN , ICM) and W}
Note that the new pieces of information, that are inserted by RepairByInsert via
add and insert actions, are typically provided by the expert. In the case when an
insert(p, w, t) action is executed, the expert also specifies the position w in p to which
attach the chosen term t.
As an immediate consequence of Definition 4.9, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 4.10 Let (R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification, and let W be an XML
repository. Let ECM(W ) be the set of completeness errors of W w.r.t. ICM , and e ∈
ECM(W ). Then, RepairByInsert(W, e) transforms W into an XML repository W
′
such that |ECM(W ′)| < |ECM(W )|.
Proof. The proof directly follows by Definition 4.9. We distinguish the following three
cases according to the kind of error e that is considered.
e = (p ⇀+ICM req ,W). By Definition 4.9, RepairByInsert(W, e) adds an XML docu-
ment p′, that embeds req , to W through the repair action add(p′,W ), generating a
new XML repository W ′ = W ∪{p′} in which e is repaired. Since add(p′,W ) is ac-
ceptable w.r.t. (R, ICN , ICM) andW , we have that ECM(W
′) ⊆ ECM(W ). Further-
more, since add(p′,W ) repairs the completeness error e, ECM(W ′) ⊂ ECM(W ),
and hence |ECM(W ′)| < |ECM(W )|.
e = (p ⇀+ICM req , {p1,p2, . . . ,pn},E). By Definition 4.9, RepairByInsert(W, e) adds
a term t, that embeds req , to an XML document pi ∈ {p1, p2, . . . , pn} ⊆ W
through the repair action insert(pi, w, t), generating a new XML repository W
′ =
(W \ {p}) ∪ {p′} in which e is repaired. Since insert(pi, w, t) is acceptable w.r.t.
(R, ICN , ICM) and W , we have that ECM(W
′) ⊆ ECM(W ). Furthermore, since
insert(pi, w, t) repairs the completeness error e, ECM(W
′) ⊂ ECM(W ), and hence
|ECM(W ′)| < |ECM(W )|.
e = (p ⇀+ICM req , {p1,p2, . . . ,pn},A). By Definition 4.9, RepairByInsert(W, e) exe-
cutes a sequence of insert(pi, wi, ti) actions that adds a term ti, that embeds req ,
to all the XML documents pi ∈ {p1, p2, . . . , pn} ⊆ W such that
req 6E pi|wi , for all wi ∈ OTag(pi).
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This generates a new XML repository W ′ in which e is repaired. Since each
insert(pi, wi, ti) is acceptable w.r.t. (R, ICN , ICM) andW , we have thatECM(W
′) ⊆
ECM(W ). Furthermore, since the sequence of insert(pi, wi, ti) actions repairs the
completeness error e, ECM(W
′) ⊂ ECM(W ), and hence |ECM(W ′)| < |ECM(W )|.
4.2.2. Completeness through Deletion
When dealing with completeness errors, sometimes it is more convenient to delete
incomplete data instead of completing them. In particular, we can identify two sce-
narios where this option can be very useful: 1) when there is no expert who can guide
the completeness through insertion strategy, which may happen if the XML content
is automatically generated by a dynamic application which does not respect the XML
specification, or 2) whenever we want to get rid of out-of-date information as illustrated
in Example 4.13 below. The main idea of Completeness through Deletion is to remove
all the information in the XML repository that caused a given completeness error. This
approach is independent of the kind of completeness error we are handling, since the
missing requirement is computed in the same way for all of the three kinds of errors
by partially rewriting the original XML documents of the XML repository. In other
words, given the missing requirement req of a completeness error e (i.e., a missing page
error e = (p ⇀+ req ,W ), or an existential completeness error e = (p ⇀+ req , P, E), or
a universal completeness error e = (p ⇀+ req , P, A)), there exists an XML document
p ∈ W such that p ⇀+ req .
Therefore, we proceed by computing and eliminating from the XML repository all
the occurrences of the term that started the partial rewrite sequence that leads to req .
As in the case of the insertion, we have to be careful about the effects of the execution of
the repair actions. More precisely, we do not want the execution of any delete action to
introduce new completeness errors6. For this purpose, we consider the following notion
of acceptable delete action.
Definition 4.11 (acceptable deletion w.r.t. completeness) Let (R, ICN , ICM) be
an XML specification, and let W be an XML repository. Let ECM(W ) be the set of
completeness errors of W w.r.t. ICM . The repair action p1 = delete(p, t) is acceptable
w.r.t. (R, ICN , ICM) and W iff ECM(W
′) ⊆ ECM(W ), where W ′ = (W \ {p}) ∪ {p1}.
The Completeness through Deletion technique exploits the RepairByDelete com-
pound, repair action of Definition 4.12, which removes all the information responsible
for the completeness error by possibly executing multiple delete actions.
6Correctness errors are not considered, since the execution of a delete action cannot generate any
new correctness error.
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Definition 4.12 (RepairByDelete) Let (R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification, and
let W be an XML repository. Let ECM(W ) be the set of completeness errors of W w.r.t.
ICM , and e ∈ ECM(W ). Then, RepairByDelete(W, e) transforms W into the XML
repository W ′ in the following way.
For each p
r,w,σ
⇀ t ⇀∗ Req(e) where p ∈ W ,
W ′ ={p′ ∈ W | p|w 6E p′|w′ ,∀ w′ ∈ OTag(p′)} ∪
{delete(p′, p|w) | delete(p′, p|w) is acceptable w.r.t. (R, ICN , ICM) and W,
p′ ∈ W, p|w E p′|w′ , for some w′ ∈ OTag(p′)}
Example 4.13
Consider the XML specification of Example 3.2, the XML repository W of Figure 1,
and the missing XML document error
eP1 = (P1⇀ person(fullname(ugoblu), status), W)
that can be detected in W by using the completeness rule r1. The missing document is
obtained by means of the following partial rewrite sequences:
P1
r1,4,σ1
⇀ person(fullname(ugoblu), status)
P5
r3,1,σ2
⇀ member(name(ugo), surname(blu))
r1,4,σ3
⇀ person(fullname(ugoblu), status)
By applying RepairByDelete(W, eP1), we delete all the information regarding the
group membership and the publications of Ugo Blu, that is, we remove the subterm P1|4
from page P1 and the subterm P5|1 from page P5. This amounts to erasing all the data
regarding Ugo Blu from the considered XML repository.
The following result holds.
Proposition 4.14 Let (R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification, and let W be an XML
repository. Let ECM(W ) be the set of completeness errors of W , and e ∈ ECM(W ).
By executing the RepairByDelete(W, e) repair action, W is transformed into an XML
repository W ′ such that |ECM(W ′)| < |ECM(W )|.
Proof. Immediate by Definition 4.12.
Observe that Proposition 4.10 and Proposition 4.14 state that the application of
RepairByInsert and RepairByDelete to an XML repository W decreases the num-
ber of completeness errors in W . Therefore, completeness of an XML repository can
be achieved by executing the compound, repair actions RepairByInsert and Repair-
ByDelete on the distinct completeness errors that appear in the considered repository.
Completion strategies are treated in detail in Section 6.
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5. Achieving Correctness of XML Repositories via Correction Strategies
In this section, we carry out a systematic analysis on the relations among correctness
errors that we use to formalize two automated correction strategies: the NAR strategy
allows the number of repair actions that are executed to be reduced, while the NDR
strategy reduces the amount of information data to be changed/removed in order to fix
all the correctness errors of a faulty XML repository.
Roughly speaking, a correction strategy is a finite sequence of delete and change
repair actions whose execution allows a faulty XML document to be fixed. We assume
that the considered strategies make use of the basic repairing techniques Correctness
through Delete and Correctness through Change of Section 4.1 that allow us to safely
apply delete and change actions to XML documents, that is, their application to XML
documents does not generate any new bug.
5.1. Correctness Error Dependencies
Typically, a given XML document can contain several correctness errors that may
be interrelated. Since the execution of a repair action might fix a number of related
correctness errors simultaneously, it is crucial to discover the way an error depends on
other errors. In the following, we first analyze the dependencies among correctness
errors. Then, we exploit this information to develop the NAR and NDR correction
strategies.
We relate correctness errors by comparing the positions at which they occur in a
given XML document w.r.t. the prefix ordering over term positions ≤ which we defined
in Section 2. Given a correctness error e = (p, w, λ, σ, C) ∈ ECN({p}), pos(e) denotes
the position at which e occur in the XML document p, that is, pos(e) = w. We say
that two correctness errors e1 and e2 are not comparable iff pos(e1) 6≤ pos(e2) and
pos(e2) 6≤ pos(e1). A correctness error e is minimal in a set of correctness errors E iff
there does not exist e′ ∈ E such that pos(e′) ≤ pos(e) and pos(e′) 6= pos(e).
Proposition 5.1 Let p be an XML document, and let ei = (p, wi, λi, σi, Ci) ∈ ECN({p}),
i = 1, . . . , n, such that pos(e1) ≤ pos(e2) ≤ . . . ≤ pos(en). The following results hold:
• If p′ = change(p, w1, t), then ECN({p′|w1}) = ∅.
• If p′ = delete(p, p|w1), then ECN({p′|w1}) = ∅.
Proof. (Sketch) The proof of this result relies on the fact that the errors e2, . . . , en
are located into the subterm p|w1 , which is changed or deleted by the action under
consideration. Note also that the change action always inserts a correct term t into
p at position w1, which implies that not new correctness errors are introduced in p|w1
because of the execution of the change repair action.
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Figure 2: Taxonomy of error dependencies.
Informally, Proposition 5.1 states that repairing a given correctness error e1 =
(p, w1, λ1, σ1, C1) allows us to automatically fix any correctness error that is included
in the term p|w1 .
Let us discuss what happens when errors are not comparable, or we decide to fix an
error that is not the smallest in the order. In this case, we are interested in knowing
whether it is still possible to fix more than one error at a time. Let us start by providing
an auxiliary definition.
Definition 5.2 Let e1 = (p, w1, λ1, σ1, C1) and e2 = (p, w2, λ2, σ2, C2) be two correctness
errors in ECN({p}). We say that e2 overlaps e1 at w (in symbols, e2 ⊃⊂w e1), iff (i)
pos(e1) ≤ pos(e2), and (ii) there exists w = min(w1.Embλ1(p|w1) ∩ w2.Embλ2(p|w2)),
where min(X) = w with w ≤ wi for all wi ∈ X. When position w is not relevant or
clear from the context, we simply write e2 overlaps e1 or e2 ⊃⊂ e1.
By notation e2 6⊃⊂ e1, we denote that e2 does not overlap e1. Given two correctness
errors e1 and e2 of an XML document p, we can distinguish three possible scenarios:
1. e1 and e2 are not comparable w.r.t. ≤ (see Figure 2(a));
2. pos(e1) ≤ pos(e2) and e2 does not overlap e1 (see Figure 2(b));
3. e2 overlaps e1 (see Figure 2(c)).
In case 1, correctness errors e1 and e2 are completely independent, and hence the
repair of one of them does not affect the correction of the other one.
Let us now consider case 2. In this case, also by Proposition 5.1, we are able to
automatically fix e2 by just repairing e1. Note that, fixing e2 will not help to fix e1, as
stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 5.3 Let p be an XML document. Let e1 = (p, w1, λ1, σ1, C1) and e2 =
(p, w2, λ2, σ2, C2) be two correctness errors in ECN({p}) such that pos(e1) ≤ pos(e2) and
e2 6⊃⊂ e1. If p′ = action, with action ∈ {delete(p, p|w2), change(p, w2, t)}, then (i)
ECN({p′|w2}) = ∅, (ii) (p′, w1, λ1, σ′, C1) ∈ ECN({p′}) for some substitution σ′.
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Proof. By contradiction. Assume that by repairing the error e2, also the error e1 is
repaired. This implies that there exists at least a position v such that v ∈ Embλ1(p) and
w2 ≤ v. Since w1 ≤ w2, then also w2 ∈ Embλ1(p). Thus, (Embλ1(p) ∩ Embλ2(p)) 6= ∅,
i.e., e2 ⊃⊂ e1, which leads to a contradiction.
Example 5.4
Consider the XML document p = f(g(a), h(b)) and the following correctness errors
e1 = (p,Λ, f(X), {X/h(b)}, ∅}), e2 = (p, 2, h(Y ), {Y/b}, ∅)
Thus, pos(e1) ≤ pos(e2), and e2 does not overlap e1. Now observe that we can fix e2 by
either removing subterm h(b) or by changing subterm h(b) with a suitable term t. In
both cases, such a repair will not fix e1.
In case 3, e1 and e2 are not independent since pos(e1) ≤ pos(e2), and e2 overlaps e1.
Roughly speaking, the correctness error e2 is partly “contained” in e1 and thus fixing e2
might also yield a fix for e1. However, this is not always the case as witnessed by the
following example.
Example 5.5
Consider the XML document p = f(g(a), h(b)) and the following correctness er-
rors e1 = (p,Λ, f(h(X)), {X/b}, ∅), e2 = (p, 2, h(X), {X/b}, X = b). Thus, pos(e1) ≤
pos(e2), and e2 overlaps e1. We can fix e2 by changing, for instance, h(b) with h(a).
However, such a fix would not automatically repair e1, while by removing h(b) or by
replacing h(b) with one term that does not match any subterm of f(h(X)) (e.g. l(c)),
we would fix both e2 and e1 by executing a single repair action.
As Example 5.5 illustrates, some conditions are necessary in order to automatically
achieve a fix for e1 by simply correcting e2. This is formalized in the following proposi-
tion.
Proposition 5.6 Let (R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification. Let p be an XML docu-
ment. Let e1 = (p, w1, λ1, σ1, C1) and e2 = (p, w2, λ2, σ2, C2) be two correctness errors
in ECN({p}) such that pos(e1) ≤ pos(e2) and e2 overlaps e1 at some position w. The
following results hold:
1) If p′ = delete(p, p|w2), then
(i) ECN({p′|w2}) = ∅,
(ii) (p′, w1, λ1, σ′, C1) 6∈ ECN({p′}), for any substitution σ′ ;
2) If p′ = change(p, w2, t) and λ1|w 6E t, then
(i) ECN({p′|w2}) = ∅,
(ii) (p′, w1, λ1, σ′, C1) 6∈ ECN({p′}), for any substitution σ′;
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3) If p′ = change(p, w2, t), λ1|wσ′ E t for some substitution σ′, and C1 does not hold
in R w.r.t. σ1/σ
′, then
(i) ECN({p′|w2}) = ∅,
(ii) (p′, w1, λ1, σ1/σ′, C1) 6∈ ECN({p′}).
Proof. Claim 1 and 2 follow from Proposition 5.1 straightforwardly. The proof of Claim
3 derives from Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 4.6, which establish that no new errors
are introduced in the XML document by executing a change action.
Roughly speaking, Proposition 5.6 states that: (i) whenever a delete action is un-
dertaken to fix a correctness error e2, which overlaps a “smaller” (w.r.t. ≤) correctness
error e1, such an action also fixes e1; (ii) whenever a repair action p
′ = change(p, w2, t)
is performed in order to fix e2, some extra conditions are necessary in order to ensure
that the term t to be inserted will automatically fix e1. Basically, these conditions en-
sure that either (an instance of) the faulty term λ1 is not recognized in p
′ or, if such an
instance is identified, the associated condition does not hold.
5.2. Correction Strategies
As we explained in Section 4, a given correctness error e in an XML document p can
be fixed by executing a suitable repair delete or change action a. By (e, a), we denote
a correction pair that consists of a repair action a that fixes a correctness error e. If
(e, a) fixes an error in the XML document p, we say that (e, a) is a correction pair for
p. Moreover, by notation p′ = a(p) we refer to the execution of the repair action a on
the XML document p that returns the XML document p′.
Definition 5.7 (Correction Strategy) Let p be an XML document, and let ECN({p})
be the set of correctness errors of p. A correction strategy for p is a finite sequence
〈(e1, a1), . . . (en, an)〉 of correction pairs for p, with a1, . . . an repair actions, and e1, . . . en
correctness errors in ECN({p}), such that
1. p0 = p;
2. pi = ai(pi−1), 0 < i ≤ n.
and ECN({pn}) = ∅.
Roughly speaking, given a faulty XML document p, a correction strategy for p allows
all the bugs in p to be fixed by running all the repair actions that occur in the strategy.
The definition of correction strategy for a single XML document can be naturally
extended to XML repositories as follows.
Definition 5.8 Let W = {p1, . . . , pn} be an XML document. Let ECN(W ) be the set of
correctness errors of W . A correction strategy for W is a sequence 〈S1, . . . ,Sn〉, where
Si is a correction strategy for pi, i = 1, . . . , n.
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Note that by applying a correction strategy to an XML repository W , we obtain a new
repository W ′ such that ECN(W ′) = ∅, that is, the resulting repository W ′ is free of
correctness errors.
As we discussed in Section 5.1, fixing a correctness error may automatically repair
other bugs. This fact shows that a correctness strategy does not necessarily contain a
correction pair (e, a) for any correctness error e that is found in a faulty XML document.
In the following, we describe two semi-automatic correction strategies that exploit the
results of Section 5.1.
In both cases, we assume that for any e ∈ ECN({p}), we have a correction pair (e, a)
for p at hand that can be executed if this is necessary.
5.2.1. Correction with Action Reduction Strategy
First, let us observe the following fact.
• Fact 1. By Proposition 5.1, for every correction pairs (e, a), (e′, a′) for p, such
that pos(e) ≤ pos(e′), the execution of the repair action a will fix both e and e′.
Therefore, fixing a correctness error e, such that e is minimal in ECN({p}), will
fix all the correctness errors e′ in p that are “greater” than e w.r.t. ≤, without
running any other repair action.
By Fact 1, it is straightforward to see that it suffices to fix those errors that are
minimal in ECN({p}) to repair the whole XML document p. Let M(ECN({p})) be the
set of all correctness errors in ECN({p}) that are minimal in ECN({p}).
Definition 5.9 (Correction with Action Reduction Strategy, NAR) Let p be an
XML document.
A Correction with Action Reduction strategy for p (or NAR(p) strategy) is a se-
quence 〈(e1, a1), . . . (em, am)〉 of correction pairs for p, such that ei ∈M(ECN({p})), for
all i = 1, . . .m.
Given an XML repository W = {p1, . . . , pn}, a Correction with Action Reduction strat-
egy for W (or NAR(W ) strategy) is a sequence 〈T1, . . . , Tn〉, where Ti is a NAR(pi)
strategy, i = 1, . . . , n.
The next proposition states that any given NAR(p) strategy is a correction strategy
for the XML document p, whose number of repair actions is less or equal than the total
number of correctness errors detected in p.
Proposition 5.10 Let p be an XML document. Then, a NAR(p) strategy is a correction
strategy for p such that |NAR(p)| ≤ |ECN({p})|.
Proof. The proof that a NAR(p) strategy is a correction strategy for p is immediate
by the definition of error minimality in ECN({p}) and Proposition 5.1. Furthermore,
|NAR(p)| ≤ |ECN({p})|, because M(ECN({p})) ⊆ ECN({p}).
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Proposition 5.10 can be trivially lifted to XML repositories.
Corollary 5.11 Let W be an XML repository. Then, a NAR(W ) strategy is a correc-
tion strategy for W such that |NAR(W )| ≤ |ECN(W )|.
Proof. Immediate by Proposition 5.10 and Definition 5.8.
Example 5.12
Consider the XML document p = f(g(10), h(d), 20) together with the following
correction strategy T for p that includes two repair actions:
〈((p,Λ, f(g(X), 20), {X/10}, {X < 20}), change(p,Λ, f(g(20), 15))),
((p, 2, h(Y ), {Y/d}, ∅),delete(p, h(d)))〉
The NAR(p) strategy corresponds to the unary sequence
〈((p,Λ, f(g(X), 20), {X/10}, {X < 20}), change(p,Λ, f(g(20), 15)))〉.
Note that NAR(p) fixes the XML document p by using just one repair action.
5.2.2. Correction with Data Reduction Strategy
The NAR strategy typically forces the user to modify/introduce a lot of information
in an XML document p, even if only minor changes are needed to fix p, as illustrated
by the following example.
Example 5.13
Let us consider the XML document p = f(g(a), k(m(c)), h(a)) and the setECN({p}) =
{(p,Λ, f(g(X), h(Y )), {X/a, Y/a}, {X = Y })}, (p, 1, g(a), id, ∅)}. The NAR(p) strategy
would only fix the minimal error at the root position. This fact might force the user to
provide quite a large amount of information if a change action is taken, even if a close
variant of p would have been enough to fix the bug.
For instance, if the chosen change action was change(p,Λ, f(g(b), k(m(c)), h(a))),
the user should re-enter the whole XML document p with just a small change at posi-
tion 1.1.
Instead, if we repaired (p, 1, g(a), id, ∅) by means of the repair action change(p, 1, g(b)),
the user would correct both errors by introducing a smaller amount of information.
The idea behind the Correction with Data Reduction strategy is thus to “push”
the corrections towards the leaves of the XML document as much as possible and to
automatically propagate them up to the root position.
Obviously, given two correctness errors e and e′ such that pos(e′) ≤ pos(e), correcting
e does not guarantee an automatic repair for e′ (see, for instance, Example 5.4). Indeed,
by Proposition 5.3, whenever the error e does not overlap a given error e′, there is no
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possibility to automatically lift a correction for e up to e′. On the other hand, under
the conditions stated in Proposition 5.6, e′ can be repaired by just fixing e, whenever e
overlaps e′.
Given an XML document p, we partition ECN({p}) into the following two sets:
• NOVL({p}) = {e ∈ ECN({p}) | @ e′, e′ ⊃⊂ e}
• ØVL({p}) = ECN({p}) \ NOVL({p}).
Clearly, ECN({p}) = NOVL({p})∪ØVL({p}). The correctness errors in NOVL({p})
(resp., in ØVL({p})) are called non-overlapping (resp., overlapping) errors. Note that
a non-overlapping error e cannot be automatically fixed by executing a repair action
on a correctness error e′ such that pos(e) ≤ pos(e′), since correction effects cannot be
propagated upwards. However, this is the case of the overlapping errors that may be
implicitly affected by other repairs. Actually, the following facts hold.
• Fact 1. Given an overlapping error e′, there must exist a non-overlapping error e
such that pos(e′) ≤ pos(e).
• Fact 2. Let e, e0, e1, . . . en, n ≥ 0, be correctness errors. If e is an overlapping
error s.t. e0 overlaps e and pos(e) ≤ pos(en) ≤, pos(en−1) . . . ≤ pos(e0), then ei
overlaps e, i = 1, . . . n.
These facts, together with Proposition 5.1, suggest to us that it suffices to fix only
minimal, non-overlapping errors in order to get a repaired XML document. This is
because: (i) all the correctness errors that are “greater” (w.r.t. ≤) than the considered
non-overlapping error will be repaired, as stated by Proposition 5.1; (ii) for each overlap-
ping error e, there is always e′ ∈ NOVL({p}) such that e′ overlaps e; hence by repairing
e′ we also fix e.
Let M(NOVL({p})) be the set of all correctness errors in NOVL({p}) that are min-
imal in NOVL({p}).
The Correction with Data Reduction strategy is formalized as follows.
Definition 5.14 (Correction with Data Reduction Strategy, NDR) Let p be an
XML document. Let NOVL({p}) be the set of non-overlapping correctness errors of
p. A correction with data reduction strategy for p (or NDR(p) strategy) is a sequence
〈(e1, a1), . . . (em, am)〉, such that (ei, ai) is a correction pair for p, ei ∈ M(NOVL({p}),
for all i = 1, . . .m.
Given an XML repository W = {p1, . . . , pn}, a Correction with Data Reduction Strategy
for W (or NDR(W ) strategy) is a sequence 〈T1, . . . , Tn〉, where Ti is a NDR(pi) strategy,
i = 1, . . . , n.
A NDR(p) strategy is a correction strategy for an XML document p, whose number
of repair actions is less or equal than the total number of correctness errors in p. More
formally,
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Figure 3: The NDR strategy
Proposition 5.15 Let p be an XML document. Then a NDR(p) strategy is a correction
strategy for p such that |NDR(p)| ≤ |ECN({p})|.
Proof. The proof that a NDR(p) strategy is a correction strategy for p is immediate
by the definition of error minimality in NOVL({p}) and Proposition 5.1. Furthermore,
|NDR(p)| ≤ |ECN({p})|, because M(NOVL({p})) ⊆ ECN({p}).
Proposition 5.15 can be trivially lifted to XML repositories.
Corollary 5.16 Let W be an XML repository. Then, a NDR strategy for W is a
correction strategy for W such that |NDR(W )| ≤ |ECN(W )|.
Proof. Immediate by Proposition 5.15 and Definition 5.8.
In Figure 3, we show how the correction with data reduction strategy works. For the
sake of simplicity, we just label each node of the given XML document with: ok, if no
correctness error is rooted at the considered node; ov, if an overlapping error is rooted
at the considered node; or no, if a non-overlapping error is rooted at the considered
node. The XML document contains nine errors, but we just need to fix three errors in
order to end up with a repaired XML document. Specifically, these errors correspond
to the minimal non-overlapping errors that occur within the XML document.
Example 5.17
Consider the XML document
p = f(g1(h1(a1, a2), h2(b1, b2)), g2(h3(c1), h4)) and
ECN({p}) = {(p, 1, g1, id, ∅), (p, 1.1, h1(a2), id, ∅),
(p, 1.1.2, a2, id, ∅), (p, 2.1.1, c1, id, ∅),
(p, 2.1, h3(c1), id, ∅),
(p, 2, g2(h3(X)), {X/c1}, ∅)}
Hence,
NOVL(p) = {(p, 1, g1, id, ∅), (p, 1.1.2, a2, id, ∅),
(p, 2.1.1, c1, id, ∅)}
ØVL(p) = (p, 1.1, h1(a2), id, ∅),
(p, 2, g2(h3(X)), {X/c1}, ∅),
(p, 2.1, h3(c1), id, ∅)}
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A correction with data reduction strategy only corrects minimal non-overlapping
errors. In this case, a possible NDR(p) strategy is the sequence:
〈 ((p, 1, g1, id, ∅),delete(p, 1, g1(h1(a1, a2), h2(b1, b2)),
((p, 2.1.1, c1, id, ∅), change(p, 2.1.1, c4)) 〉
Therefore, the execution of the correction strategy yields the following repaired XML
document f(g2(h3(c4), h4)).
Finally, observe that we needed to fix only two errors out of six, and just minor fixes
were necessary to make the original XML document correct.
6. Achieving Completeness of XML Repositories via Completion Strategies
The application of a repair action can fix more than one completeness error. This
implies that we do not need to execute a different repair action for each detected error,
but rather we can choose suitable subsets of errors to act upon.
In this section, we analyze the dependencies among completeness errors in an XML
repository. More precisely, we define two partial orderings (vinf and vsup) that allow
completeness errors to be compared by using the embedding relation E. This informa-
tion is the basis for developing two completion strategies that aim to reduce the number
of repair actions to be executed in order to achieve completeness.
By notation W ′ = c(W,E), we specify the execution of the compound, repair action
c on the XML repository W , which returns the XML repository W ′ where the errors in
E have been fixed. By abuse of notation, when E is a singleton {e}, we simply write
c(W, e) instead of c(W, {e}).
Definition 6.1 (Completion Strategy) Let (R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification.
Let W be an XML repository, and let ECM(W ) be the set of completeness errors of W
w.r.t. ICM . A completion strategy for W is a finite sequence of compound repair actions
〈c0(W0, E0), . . . cn(Wn, En)〉, with E0, . . . En ⊆ ECM(W ), such that
1. W0 = W ;
2. Wi+1 = ci(Wi, Ei) for all i = 0 . . . n;
and ECM(Wn+1) = ∅.
Roughly speaking, a completion strategy is a sequence of repair actions that, once
executed, allows all the completeness errors in a given XML repository to be repaired.
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6.1. Completion with Deletion Reduction Strategy
The Completion with Deletion Reduction strategy is based on the completeness
through deletion technique of Section 4.2.2 that allows a given completeness errors to be
fixed by applying the compound, repair action RepairByDelete (see Def. 4.12) which
removes all the data responsible for the incompleteness by means of a suitable number
of primitive delete actions.
To specify the Completion with Deletion Reduction strategy, we first define the
following auxiliary preorder inf on ECM(W ).
Definition 6.2 (inf) Let (R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification. Let W be an XML
repository, and let ECM(W ) be the set of completeness errors of W w.r.t. ICM . Let
e1, e2 ∈ ECM(W ) be two completeness errors with RSeq(e1 ) = p1 r1,w1,σ1⇀ t1 ⇀∗ req1 and
RSeq(e2 ) = p2
r2,w2,σ2
⇀ t2 ⇀
∗ req2. Then,
e1 inf e2 iff there exists w ∈ OTag(p2|w2) s.t. p1|w1 E (p2|w2)|w
Roughly speaking, the relation e1 inf e2 considers the subterms of p1 and p2 that
are reduced in the first partial rewrite step of the partial rewrite sequences RSeq(e1 )
and RSeq(e2 ), namely p1|w1 and p2|w2 . Whenever p1|w1 is embedded into a subterm of
p2|w2 , e1 is smaller than e2 w.r.t. inf .
The action of repairing a completeness error e via the compound, repair action
RepairByDelete allows us to simultaneously repair all the errors e′ in ECM(W ) such
that e inf e′. More formally, we can prove the following proposition.
Proposition 6.3 Let (R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification. Let W be an XML repos-
itory, and let ECM(W ) be the set of completeness errors of W w.r.t. ICM . Let ei ∈
ECM(W ), i = 1 . . . n, be completeness errors in W such that e1 inf e2 inf . . . inf
en. Then, after repairing the completeness error e1 by using the operation W
′ =
RepairByDelete(W, e1), ei 6∈ ECM(W ′), for every i = 1 . . . , n.
Proof. By Definition 4.12, a completeness error is repaired by removing (any subterm
of) the XML documentthat fires the partial rewriting sequence that leads to a missing
requirement.
Consider the completeness errors e1, . . . , en ∈ ECM(W ) such that e1 inf . . . inf en,
with RSeq(ei) = pi
ri,wi,σi
⇀ t1 ⇀
∗ req i, i = 1, . . . , n. By Definition 6.2, we have that
pi|wi E (pi+1|wi+1)|w, for some w ∈ OTag(pi+1|wi+1), i = 1, . . . n− 1. Then, by using
RepairByDelete(e1,W ) to repair the error e1, the term pi|wi is removed from the
whole XML repository W . This fact implies that each term (pi+1|wi+1)|w is removed
from W too. Thus, by Definition 4.12, the errors e2, . . . en are also repaired, which
concludes the proof.
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Note that Proposition 6.3 does not depend on the kind of completeness error consid-
ered (Missing XML document, Universal completeness error, and Existential complete-
ness error).
We say that two completeness errors e1 and e2 are equivalent w.r.t. inf (in symbols,
e1 ≈inf e2) iff e1 inf e2 and e2 inf e1. By using the equivalence ≈inf , we can
naturally lift the preorder inf on ECM(W ) to a (well-founded) partial order vinf on
ECM(W )/≈inf , that is, the set of all equivalence classes [e] on ECM(W ) w.r.t. ≈inf .
More specifically, given [e1], [e2] ∈ ECM(W )/≈inf , [e1] vinf [e2] iff e1 inf e2.
We say that an equivalence class [e] is minimal w.r.t. vinf , if and only if there does
not exist [e′] ∈ ECM(W )/≈inf such that [e′] inf [e] and [e′] 6= [e].
Now, the following results, which are both a consequence of Proposition 6.3, hold:
Proposition 6.4 Let (R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification. Let W be an XML repos-
itory, and let ECM(W ) be the set of completeness errors of W w.r.t. ICM . Let e ∈
ECM(W ). By applying a RepairByDelete action to e, all the completeness errors in
[e] get repaired.
Proof. Immediate. Simply observe that e inf e′ for each e′ in [e]. Hence —by Propo-
sition 6.3— the repair for e also fixes the error e′.
Proposition 6.5 Let (R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification. Let W be an XML repos-
itory, and let ECM(W ) be the set of completeness errors of W w.r.t. ICM . Let e1, e2 ∈
ECM(W ). If [e1] vinf [e2], then, by repairing the error e1 through a RepairByDelete
action, we fix all the errors in [e2] as well.
Proof. Since [e1] vinf [e2], e1 inf e2. Thus, the repair for e1 also fixes e2 by Proposition
6.3. This implies that all the errors in [e2] get repaired by Proposition 6.4.
The notion of Completion with Deletion Reduction strategy is formalized as follows.
Definition 6.6 (Completion with Deletion Reduction Strategy)
Let (R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification. Let W be an XML repository, and ECM(W )
be the set of completeness errors of W w.r.t. ICM . Let [e0], . . . , [en] be all the minimal
equivalence classes w.r.t. vinf in ECM(W )/≈inf . Then, a Completion with Deletion
Reduction strategy for W (also called MDR(W )) is a sequence
〈RepairByDelete(W0, e0), . . . ,RepairByDelete(Wn, en)〉
where for every i = 0 . . . n, Wi is an XML repository, and W0 = W .
Roughly speaking, the above strategy completes a given XML repository by fixing
only a completeness error e for each minimal equivalence class [e]. Therefore, the number
of RepairByDelete actions, that are needed to achieve completeness, is less or equal
than the total number of error in ECM(W ).
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Proposition 6.7 Let (R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification. Let W be an XML repos-
itory, and let ECM(W ) be the set of completeness errors of W w.r.t. ICM . Then, a
MDR(W ) strategy is a completion strategy for W that transforms W into an XML
repository W ′ such that |MDR(W )| ≤ |ECM(W )|.
Proof. Given a set of completeness error evidences ECM(W ), let e ∈ ECM(W ) be an
arbitrary completeness error in ECM(W ). Let [e0], . . . , [en] be all the minimal equivalence
classes w.r.t. vinf of ECM(W )/≈inf .
It is easy to see that the partial order vinf is well-founded, that is, for each [e], there
always exists a minimal [ei] such that [ei] vinf [e], for some i = 0, . . . , n.
Now, we can distinguish two cases.
Case(i). e ∈ [ei] for some i = 0, . . . , n. This implies that there exists a compound action
RepairByDelete(W, ei) in the MDR(W ) strategy, that repairs all the errors in
[ei] by Proposition 6.4. Hence, e is repaired.
Case(ii). e 6∈ [ei] for all i = 0, . . . , n. Then, there exists a non minimal equivalence class
[eˆ] such that e ∈ [eˆ]. Since vinf is well-founded, there exists a minimal class [ei],
for some i = 0, . . . , n, such that [ei] vinf [eˆ]. As there exists the compound action
RepairByDelete(W, ei) in the MDR(W ) strategy, ei gets fixed. Therefore, by
Proposition 6.5, all the errors in [eˆ] get repaired as well. Hence, e is repaired.
Therefore, any error e is repaired by applying the MDR(W ) strategy, that transforms
W into a repository W ′ such that ECM(W ′) = ∅. This implies that MDR(W ) is
a completion strategy. Also note that the number of RepairByDelete, appearing
in the MDR(W ) strategy, is equal to the number of minimal equivalence classes in
ECM(W )/≈inf , which is lower than |ECM(W )|. Hence, |MDR(W )| ≤ |ECM(W )|
Example 6.8
Consider the following XML repository W and the set of completeness rules ICM :
XML repository W = {p1, p2, p3, p4} Completeness rules ICM = {r1, r2, r3, r4}
p1 = m(s(b), f(a)) r1 = f(X) ⇀ ]g(X)〈E〉
p2 = m(m(g(a))) r2 = g(X) ⇀ ]h(X)〈E〉
p3 = m(l(b, a)) r3 = h(X) ⇀ ]p(X)〈A〉
p4 = h(b) r4 = l(X,Y ) ⇀ ]p(X,Y )〈A〉
p5 = m(b, h(c, b))
Then, ECM = {e0, e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7} is the set of detected completeness errors
of W that is delivered by our verification methodology, where
e0 = (m(m(g(a))) ⇀ h(a), {p4}, E) e3 = (m(s(b), f(a)) ⇀ g(a) ⇀ h(a), {p4}, E)
e1 = (h(b) ⇀ p(b),W ) e4 = (m(m(g(a))) ⇀ h(a) ⇀ p(a),W )
e2 = (m(l(b, a)) ⇀ p(b, a),W ) e5 = (m(s(b), f(a)) ⇀ g(a) ⇀ h(a) ⇀ p(a),W )
e6 = (m(b, h(c, b)) ⇀ p(b),W ) e7 = (m(b, h(c, b)) ⇀ p(c),W )
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Note that the errors e1, e2, e4, e5, e6, and e7 refer to missing XML documents, whereas
e0 and e3 are existential completeness errors.
The preorder inf is defined as follows:
{e0 inf e4, e4 inf e0, e3 inf e5, e5 inf e3, e1 inf e6, e1 inf e7}∪{ei inf ei|i = 0, . . . , 7}
where [e0] = {e0, e4}, [e1] = {e1}, [e2] = {e2}, [e3] = {e3, e5}, [e6] = {e6, e7}. Therefore,
the minimal, equivalence classes are
[e0], [e1], [e2], [e3].
Note that [e6] is not minimal as [e1] vinf [e6].
Then, the MDR(W ) strategy is
〈RepairByDelete(W, e0),RepairByDelete(W1, e1),
RepairByDelete(W2, e2),RepairByDelete(W3, e3)〉
Since the MDR(W ) strategy is a completion strategy, by Definition 6.1 we have
W1 = RepairByDelete(W, e0)
W2 = RepairByDelete(W1, e1)
W3 = RepairByDelete(W2, e2)
W4 = RepairByDelete(W3, e3)
Finally, a complete XML repositoryW4 = {p′1, p′2, p′3, p′5} is obtained, (i.e., ECN(W4) = ∅),
where p′1 = m(s(b)), p
′
2 = m(m( )), p
′
3 = m( ), and p
′
5 = m(b). Note that the MDR(W )
strategy reduces the number of errors that are needed to repair the XML repository,
since it only addresses 4 errors from the original set of errors ECM(W ).
6.2. Completion with Addition Reduction Strategy
The Completion with Addition Reduction strategy completes an XML repository W
by adding all the required missing information contained in the set ECM(W ) by means
of multiple applications of a variant of the RepairByInsert repair action of Section
4.2.1.
The strategy uses the following preorder sup on ECM(W ).
Definition 6.9 (sup) Let (R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification. Let W be an XML
repository, and let ECM(W ) be the set of completeness errors of W w.r.t. ICM . Let
e1, e2 ∈ ECM(W ) be two completeness errors with RSeq(e1 ) = p1 r1,w1,σ1⇀ t1 ⇀∗ req1 and
RSeq(e2 ) = p2
r2,w2,σ2
⇀ t2 ⇀
∗ req2. Then,
e1 sup e2 iff there exists w ∈ OTag(req2) s.t. req1 E req2|w.
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Algorithm 1 Procedure to repair a set of completeness errors ordered by sup.
Require:
E = {e1, . . . , em} s.t. e1 sup . . . sup em
W be an XML repository
Ensure:
W | ∀e ∈ E, e 6∈ ECM(W )
1: procedure RepairByInsert∗ (W,E)
2: PR = {} // Set of repaired documents.
3: for i← m downto 1 do
4: if ei = (p ⇀
+ req ,W ) and PR = {} then
5: W ← add(req ,W )
6: PR ← PR ∪ {req}
7: else if ei = (p ⇀
+ req , P, E) and PR = {} then
8: p← ask user() // Ask user to select an XML document of P
9: w ← ask user() // Ask user to select a position w in p
10: p′ ← insert(p, w, req)
11: W ← W \ {p} ∪ {p′}
12: PR ← PR ∪ {p}
13: else if ei = (p ⇀
+ req , P, A) then
14: PAux ← P \ PR
15: for all p ∈ PAux do
16: w ← ask user() // Ask user to select a position w in p
17: p′ ← insert(p, w, req)
18: W ← W \ {p} ∪ {p′}
19: PR ← PR ∪ {p}
20: end for
21: end if
22: end for
23: end procedure
Intuitively, given two completeness errors e1 and e2, e1 sup e2, whenever the missing
requirement of e1 is embedded into (a subterm of) the missing requirement of e2.
The following trivial facts hold.
• Fact 1. Let us consider two completeness errors e1 and e2 such that e1 sup e2.
The missing requirement Req(e1) (resp., Req(e2)) is the information to be added
to repair the error e1 (resp. e2). Since Req(e1) is embedded into Req(e2), if we add
Req(e2), we also add Req(e1).
• Fact 2. If the missing document/existential completeness error e2 is repaired by
inserting the corresponding missing requirement, then we also get all the com-
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pleteness errors e1 repaired such that e1 sup2 and e1 is a missing XML document
error or an existential error. This is because, in a simple step, we add the infor-
mation that embeds the missing requirements of all the considered missing XML
documents and existential completeness errors.
• Fact 3. Let e2 be a universal completeness error. If e2 is repaired by adding the
corresponding missing requirement, then every e1 sup2 is also fixed simultaneously.
These facts are the basis of Algorithm 1, which implements RepairByInsert∗: a variant
of the compound, repair action RepairByInsert of Definition 4.9 that allows us not only
to fix a single completeness error but also multiple errors by applying a reduced number
of primitive insert/add actions. Note that, to ensure the soundness of our technique,
we require add and insert actions to be acceptable w.r.t. the XML specification and
XML repository under consideration (as in the case of the original RepairByInsert).
Algorithm 1 takes in input an XML repository to be repaired and a set of complete-
ness errors {e1, . . . , em} such that e1 sup . . . sup em, and delivers an XML repository
where every ei has been fixed. The algorithm fixes the errors e1, . . . , em in reverse order
(that is, from em to e1): initially, it repairs the error em by adding the required missing
information Req(em). Note that, if e1 sup . . . sup em does not contain universal com-
pleteness errors (Fact 2) or em is a universal completeness error (Fact 3), it suffices to
repair em to get every ei fixed.
The Completion with Addition Reduction strategy is based on the partial order vsup,
induced by the preorder sup, which is constructed as follows.
Given two completeness errors e1, e2, e1 and e2 are equivalent w.r.t. sup (in symbols,
e1 ≈sup e2) iff e1 sup e2 and e2 sup e1. By using the equivalence ≈sup, we can
naturally lift the preorder sup on ECM(W ) to a (well-founded) partial order vsup on
ECM(W )/≈sup , that is, the set of all equivalence classes [e] on ECM(W ) w.r.t. ≈sup.
More specifically, given [e1], [e2] ∈ ECM(W )/≈sup , [e1] vsup [e2] iff e1 sup e2.
We say that an equivalence class [e] is maximal w.r.t. vsup, if and only if there does
not exist [e′] ∈ ECM(W )/≈sup such that [e] vsup [e′] and [e′] 6= [e].
An error chain is a sequence [e1] vsup [e2] vsup . . . vsup [en]. An error chain
[e1] vsup [e2] vsup . . . vsup [en] is maximal w.r.t. vsup iff [en] is maximal w.r.t. vsup. By
notation Set(e1 vsup e2 vsup . . . vsup en), we denote the set {e1, . . . , en}.
Given an error chain [e1] vsup [e2] vsup . . . vsup [en], the next proposition states that
to fix all the errors in each [ei], i = 1, . . . , n, it suffices to consider one error ei for each
class [ei] and apply a single RepairByInsert
∗ on such errors.
Proposition 6.10 Let (R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification. Let W be an XML
repository, and let ECM(W ) be the set of completeness errors of W w.r.t. ICM . Let
e1, . . . , en ∈ ECM(W ) such that [e1] vsup . . . vsup [en]. Then,
RepairByInsert∗(W, Set([e1] vsup [e2] vsup . . . vsup [en]))
delivers an XML repository W ′ in which every error e′ ∈ [ei] is repaired, for all i =
1, . . . , n.
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Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Fact 2 and Fact 3.
Now, by exploiting 6.10, a na¨ıve completion strategy would repair an incomplete
XML repository, by executing Algorithm 1 on each sequence of errors e1 sup e2 sup
. . . sup en such that the error chain [e1] vsup [e2] vsup . . . vsup [en] is maximal.
However, this approach is not efficient at all. Indeed, it may require to correct the very
same error e several times, as [e] may occur in more than one maximal error chain.
In other words, if [e] occurs in two different error chains and one occurrence of e is
repaired, this na¨ıve strategy may lead to inefficacy, since the second insertion action
might not be needed anymore. The idea of the Completion with Addition Reduction
strategy is to distill, from the set of all maximal error chains on ECM(W )/≈sup , a set
ΓECM (W ) ⊆ 2ECM (W ) such that
(i) each K ∈ ΓECM is a set {e1, . . . , ek} of completeness errors with [e1] vsup . . . vsup
[ek];
(ii) the sets of errors that belong to ΓECM (W ) are pairwise disjoint (i.e., any given
completeness error e belongs to only one set K ∈ ΓECM (W )).
Then, Algorithm 1 is applied to every set of errors in ΓECM (W ). This approach solves the
issues introduced by the na¨ıve approach, since it removes completeness error duplicates
and guarantees that each considered completeness error is repaired only once.
More formally, let C
sup
ECM (W )
= {C0, . . . , Cn} be the set of all maximal error chains
on ECM(W )/≈sup such that |Ci| ≥ |Ci+1| for 0 ≤ i < n. By CsupECM (i), we denote the set{Set(C0), . . . , Set(Ci)}. Then, we define the set ΓECM (W ) as follows:
ΓECM (W ) = {Ki | Ki = dif (C
sup
ECM
(i)), with 0 ≤ i ≤ |CsupECM |},
where dif ({x0}) = x0
dif ({x0, . . . , xn}) = (((xn \ xn−1) \ . . .) \ x0), if n > 0
The Completion with Addition Reduction strategy is thus formalized by using the
set ΓECM (W ) as follows.
Definition 6.11 (Completion with Addition Reduction Strategy, MAR)
Let (R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification. Let W be an XML repository, and let
ECM(W ) be the set of completeness errors of W w.r.t. ICM . Let ΓECM (W ) = {K0, . . . , Kn}.
Then, a Completion with Addition Reduction strategy for W (also called MAR(W )
strategy) is a sequence
〈RepairByInsert∗(W0, K0), . . . ,RepairByInsert∗(Wn, Kn)〉
where for every i = 0 . . . n, Wi is an XML repository, and W0 = W .
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The following proposition states that a MAR(W ) strategy is a completion strat-
egy that allows an XML repository W to be completed by applying a number of
RepairByInsert∗ actions that is less or equal than the total number of completeness
errors in W .
Proposition 6.12 Let (R, ICN , ICM) be an XML specification. Let W be an XML repos-
itory, and let ECM(W ) be the set of completeness errors of W w.r.t. ICM . Then, a
MAR(W ) strategy is a completion strategy for W that transforms W into an XML
repository W ′ such that |MAR(W )| ≤ |ECM(W )|
Proof. Given a set of completeness errors ECM(W ), let e ∈ ECM(W ) be an arbitrary
completeness error in ECM(W ). First, observe that each error chain w.r.t. vsup is fi-
nite by Definition of vsup and the fact that each XML document is represented by
a finite term in τ(Text ∪ Tag). Therefore, there must exist a maximal error chain
[e1] vsup [e2] vsup . . . vsup [en] such that e ∈ [ei] for some i = 1, . . . , n. Now,
by definition of ΓECM (W ), there must exists K ∈ ΓECM (W ) such that ei ∈ K. Since
RepairByInsert∗(Wi, K) occurs in the MAR(W ) strategy by Definition 6.11, ei gets
repaired. Then, by Proposition 6.10, all errors in [ei] get repaired. Hence, e is repaired
as well.
Therefore, any error e is repaired by applying the MAR(W ) strategy, that transforms
W in a repository W ′ such that ECM(W ′) = ∅. This implies that MAR(W ) is a
completion strategy. Also note that the number of RepairByDelete, appearing in the
MDR(W ) strategy, is equal to the number of elements of ΓECM (W ), which is less or equal
than |ECM(W )|. Hence, |MAR(W )| ≤ |ECM(W )|.
Example 6.13
Consider the XML repository W , the set of completeness rules ICM , and the set of
detected completeness errors ECM = {e0, e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7} of Example 6.8.
The preorder sup is defined as follows:
{e0 sup e3, e3 sup e0, e1 sup e6, e6 sup e1, e1 sup e2, e6 sup e2, e4 sup e5,
e5 sup e4, e4 sup e2, e5 sup e2} ∪ {ei sup ei|i = 0, . . . , 7}
and the equivalence classes w.r.t. ≈sup are
[e0] = {e0, e3}, [e1] = {e1, e6}, [e2] = {e2}, [e4] = {e4, e5}, [e7] = {e7}.
The set of all maximal error chains, in reverse order w.r.t. their length, is
C
sup
ECM
= {[e1] vsup [e2], [e4] vsup [e2], [e0], [e7]}.
The partition ΓECM is then ΓECM = {{e0}, {e4, e2}, {e1}, {e7}}.
Then, theMAR(W ) strategy is 〈RepairByInsert∗(W, {e0}),RepairByInsert∗(W1, {e4, e2}),
RepairByInsert∗(W2, {e1}),RepairByInsert∗(W3, {e7})〉
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and it yields a complete XML repository
W ′ = {m(s(b), f(a)), p(b, a), p(b),m(m(g(a))),m(l(b, a)), h(a, b),m(b, h(c, b)), p(c)}
.
7. Implementation
The rule-based repairing methodology presented in this work has been implemented
in the WifiX tool. The underlying rewriting machinery of WifiX is written in Maude and
consists of about 250 Maude function definitions (approximately 5K lines of source code).
WifiX also comes with an intuitive Web user interface, which allows the verification and
repairing facilities to be used through a Web service. The provided verification engine
uses the Web service functionality described in [15], while the repair engine has been
newly reimplemented and can also work in stand-alone mode.
Web Interface
Web Service & SOAP API
Repair
Engine
Verification
Engine
XML 
repository Specification
Repaired XML 
repository
Figure 4: WifiX architecture.
The architecture of WifiX is depicted in Figure 4 and is structured into two standard
layers, front-end and back-end. The back-end layer provides the Web services that are
offered through the front-end layer. This architecture allows clients on the network to
easily invoke the Web service functionality through the available interfaces.
WifiX consists of four main components: Web interface, Web service & SOAP
API, Verification engine and Repair engine.
Web interface. This module is purely implemented in HTML5 and JSP. It represents
the front-end layer and provides an intuitive, versatile Web user interface, which interacts
with the Web service to invoke the capabilities of the verification and repair engine, and
it offers the possibility to choose the repair strategy to be applied.
Web service & SOAP API. The Web service is developed by defining a SOAP
API that encompasses the executable library of the core engine. This is achieved by
making use of the Apache Axis module which is integrated into Apache Tomcat Web
server. Apache Axis is an implementation of the SOAP protocol that handles all of the
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procedures needed for the Web service deployment. Detected errors as well as repaired
XML repositories are encoded in XML in order to be transferred from the Web server
to client applications by means of the SOAP protocol.
Verification engine. The verification engine module uses the Web service functionality
described in [15], which is implemented in the Maude language and is independent of
the other system components. It gets an XML repository and an XML specification and
delivers the computed list of correctness/completeness errors as outcome.
Repair engine. The repair engine is also implemented in Maude and uses the list of
errors delivered by the verification engine to fix the XML repository following the chosen
repair strategy.
In Figures 5–8 we illustrate part of the repair functionality that is offered by the
WifiX system. Specifically, Figure 5 shows the loading phase of the XML repository to
be fixed and the considered XML specification. Figures 6–7 illustrate the selection of
the correction strategy to apply, and the specification of the associated repair actions.
Finally, Figure 8 partially displays the resulting XML repository.
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Fixing  XML  repositories
María  Alpuente,  Demis  Ballis,  Moreno  Falaschi,  Francisco  Frechina,  and  Daniel  Romero  
Provide  the  input  XML  repository  and  specification.
In  this  step,  an  XML  repository  and  specification  have  to  be  entered.  Some  predefined  repositories  are  provided  for  demonstration  purposes,
just  select  a  repository  from  the  given  list  and  the  input  areas  will  be  automatically  filled  in.
Select  predefined  example:   Example 2
XML  repository
Load  XML  repository  from  file:   No file chosenChoose File   
<XMLrepository>
 <XMLdocument>
 <id>  6  </id>
 <name>  p6  </name>
 <data> 
           <projects>
                <project>
                    <pname> A1 </pname>
                    <grant1> 1000 </grant1>
                    <grant2> 200 </grant2>
                              
                              
                                 <total>
                                    1100
                                 </total>
                              
                              
                                 <coordinator>
                                    
                                       <fullname>
                                          mariorossi
                                       </fullname>
                                    
                                 </coordinator>
                              
                           </project>
                        
                        
                           <project>
                              
                                 <pname>
                                    B1
                                 </pname>
                              
                              
                                 <grant1>
                                    2000
                                 </grant1>
                              
                              
                                 <grant2>
                                    1000
                                 </grant2>
                              
                              
                                 <projectleader>
                                    
                                       <surname>
                                          gialli
                                       </surname>
                                    
                                    
                                       <name>
                                          anna
                                       </name>
                                    
                                 </projectleader>
                              
                              
                                 <total>
                                    3000
                                 </total>
                              
                           </project>
                        
                     </projects>
 </data>
</XMLdocument>
 <XMLdocument>
 <id>  4  </id>
 <name>  p4  </name>
 <data> <hXMLdocument>
                        
                           <fullname>
                              annagialli
                           </fullname>
                        
                        
                           <status>
                              professor
                           </status>
                        
                        
                           <phone>
                              4444
                           </phone>
                        
                        
                           <teaching>
                              
                                 <course>
                                    algebra
                                 </course>
                              
Specification
Load  Specification  from  file:   No file chosenChoose File         
<Specification>
<ruleCompleteness Name="r3">
<left>
<attrib>
<pubs>
<attrib>
<pub>
<attrib>
<name>
<attrib>X</attrib>
</name>
</attrib>
<attrib>
<surname>
<attrib>Y</attrib>
</surname>
</attrib>
</pub>
</attrib>
</pubs>
</attrib>
</left>
<right>
<attrib Mark="true">
<members>
<attrib>
<member>
<attrib>
<name>
<attrib>X</attrib>
</name>
</attrib>
<attrib>
<surname>
<attrib>Y</attrib>
</surname>
</attrib>
</member>
</attrib>
</members>
</attrib>
</right>
<quantifier>E</quantifier>
</ruleCompleteness>
<ruleCompleteness Name="r1">
<left>
<attrib>
<member>
           <attrib>
               <name>
                 <attrib>X</attrib>
            </name
           </attrib>
           <attrib>
<surname>
<attrib>Y /attrib>
</surname>
</attrib>
</member>
</attrib>
</left>
<right>
<attrib Mark="true">
<hpage>
<attrib>
<fullname>
<attrib>X ++ Y</attrib>
</fullname>
</attrib>
<attrib>status</attrib>
</hpage>
</attrib>
</right>
<quantifier>E</quantifier>
</ruleCompleteness>
                                         
0%  Complete   l t
Figure 5: Loading XML repository
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Select  the  correction  strategy
List  of  errors
Error Node  id w l sigma condition
1 6 1.2 project(  grant1(  X  )  ,  grant2(  Y  )  ) {  X  /  '2000'  ,  Y  /  '1000'  } Y  *  2  >=  X
2 6 1.1 project(  grant1(  X  )  ,  grant2(  Y  )  ,  total(  Z  )  ) {  X  /  '1000'  ,  Y  /  '200'  ,  Z  /  '1100'  } Y  +  X  =/=  Z
Correction  strategy
  Minimize  the  number  of  repair  actions  to  be  executed.  
  Reduce  the  amount  of  information  to  be  changed/removed.
                                         
33%  Complete   l t
Figure 6: Selecting the repair strategy
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Fix  the  errors
List  of  errors
Error Node  id w l sigma condition
1 6 1.2 project(  grant1(  X  )  ,  grant2(  Y  )  ) {  X  /  '2000'  ,  Y  /  '1000'  } Y  *  2  >=  X
2 6 1.1 project(  grant1(  X  )  ,  grant2(  Y  )  ,  total(  Z  )  ) {  X  /  '1000'  ,  Y  /  '200'  ,  Z  /  '1100'  } Y  +  X  =/=  Z
You  can  repair  error  1  
           Delete
           Change:     
You  can  repair  error  2  
           Delete
           Change:   project( grant1( 1000 ) , grant2( Y ) )  
                                         
66%  Complete   l t
Figure 7: Selecting the error and associated repair action
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XML repository result
<XMLrepository>
 <XMLdocument>
   <projects>
     <project>
       <pname>
         'B1'
       </pname>
       <grant1>
         '2000'
       </grant1>
       <grant2>
         '1000'
       </grant2>
       <projectleader>
         <surname>
           'gialli'
         </surname>
         <name>
           'anna'
         </name>
       </projectleader>
       <total>
         '3000'
       </total>
     </project>
   </projects>
 </XMLdocument>
 <XMLdocument>
    <hpage>
                        
                           <fullname>
                              annagialli
                           </fullname>
                        
                        
                           <status>
                              professor
                           </status>
                        
                        
                           <phone>
                              4444
                           </phone>
                        
                        
                           <teaching>
                              
                                 <course>
                                    algebra
                                 </course>
                              
                           </teaching>
                        
                     </hpage>
  </XMLdocument>
 <XMLdocument>
    <members>
                        
                           <member>
                              
                                 <name>
                                    mario
                                 </name>
                              
                              
                                 <surname>
                                    roessi
                                 </surname>
                              
                              
                                 <status>
                                    professor
                                 </status>
                              
                           </member>
                        
                        
                           <member>
                              
                                 <name>
                                    franca
                                 </name>
                              
                              
                                 <surname>
                                    bianchi
                                 </surname>
                              
                              
                                 <status>
                                    technician
                                 </status>
                              
                           </member>
                        
                        
                           <member>
                              
                                 <name>
                                    giulio
                                 </name>
                              
                              
                                 <surname>
                  
100% Complete
Figure 8: Displaying the transformed XML repository
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7.1. Experimental results
In order to evaluate the usefulness of our approach in a realistic scenario (that is,
for huge XML repositories), we have benchmarked our system by repairing correctness
errors as well as completeness errors of different complexity over a significant number of
large XML repositories that have been generated by using the XML documents generator
xmlgen available within the XMark benchmark suite [32].
Our methodology successfully tackles two main problems that commonly arise when
large datasets are considered. The first problem concerns how to find the critical errors
which are necessary to correct, since many of the errors might be induced by the most
critical ones, similarly to the error induction phenomenon that occurs when one compiles
a program written in a high-level language. Second, the number of errors in a large
dataset can be very high, and the time to correct them all, or even a subset, can be
quite long. So the benefits coming from our methodology are twofold. By selecting the
minimal errors we have a mechanism to focus only on the critical ones, and furthermore,
we reduce significantly the time to make correction/completion on the datasets. These
benefits are illustrated by Table 1 reporting on our experiments.
Specifically, Table 1 shows some of the results that we obtained for the repair of four
XML repositories of increasing size (ranging from 1Mb to 10Mb) w.r.t. two different
XML specifications WS1 and WS2 . The XML specification WS1 aims at checking the
correctness of the considered repositories w.r.t. some properties formalized by means of
conditional correctness rules with regular expressions and several user-defined functions.
The XML specification WS2 defines a number of critical completeness rules that identify
a significant amount of missing information.
Correctness errors, detected by applying the XML specification WS1 , have been
repaired by using the NAR and NDR correction strategies; while completeness errors,
produced by the execution of WS2 , have been repaired by means of MAR and MDR
completion strategies.
For each experiment, columns Errors and Fixed Errors of Table 1 respectively pro-
vide the total number of correctness/completeness errors detected in the XML reposito-
ries and the number of correctness/completeness errors fixed by each considered repair
strategy (NAR, NDR, MAR, and MDR) to achieve correctness/completeness of the
XML repositories. The Rate column shows the percentage of errors (w.r.t. the total
number of errors) that have been repaired. The repair times for the considered experi-
ments are shown in Column Time, and were obtained on a 2.26GHz Intel Core 2 Duo
with 4Gb of RAM memory.
The system WifiX worked well in all the experiments under examination. In all cases,
the XML repositories have been corrected and completed by repairing a rather small
number of errors. Indeed, in the worst case, we needed to fix 11 completeness errors out
of 26, which is approximately the 42% of the total number of completeness errors de-
tected. In the best case, we only needed to fix 17 completeness errors out of 98, which is
approximately the 17% of the total number of completeness errors detected. As for cor-
rectness, we achieved similar reduction rates (ranging from 19% to 38% approximately)
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XML Size XML Spec. Errors Fixed Errors Strategy Rate Time
1 MB
WS1 21
8 NAR 38.10 % 0.24 s
7 NDR 33.33 % 0.18 s
WS2 26
11 MAR 42.31 % 0.46 s
9 MDR 34.62 % 0.30 s
5 MB
WS1 49
13 NAR 26.53 % 1.40 s
14 NDR 28.57 % 1.54 s
WS2 51
14 MAR 27.45 % 1.32 s
15 MDR 29.41 % 1.45 s
8 MB
WS1 71
17 NAR 23.94 % 1.63 s
16 NDR 22.54 % 1.59 s
WS2 74
16 MAR 21.62 % 1.82 s
18 MDR 24.32 % 1.98 s
10 MB
WS1 96
19 NAR 19.79 % 2.58 s
18 NDR 18.75 % 2.50 s
WS2 98
17 MAR 17.35 % 2.84 s
19 MDR 19.39 % 2.92 s
Table 1: WifiX Benchmarks
in the number of correctness errors to repair.
As for the repair time, our benchmarks demonstrate that repair strategies are time
efficient. The elapsed times are small even for very involved errors and complex docu-
ments. For example, running the repair facility for an XML repository about 1Mb and
considering an XML specification with about 20 rules took less than 1 second (480.000
rewrites per second on standard hardware).
Finally, we want to point out that the current Maude implementation of the repairing
system supersedes and greatly improves our preliminary system [23], which was only able
to manage correctness for small XML repositories (of about 1Mb) within a reasonable
time.
8. Conclusions
The automated management of data-intensive XML repositories is an area in which
rule-based technology can make a significant contribution. Today, it is widely accepted
that declarative representations are a suitable way to specify the structural aspects of
XML repositories as well as many forms of XML document content. Our rule spec-
ification language is simpler than the formalizations of XML schemata based on tree
automata that are often used in the literature (e.g., the regular expression types [33]).
As an additional advantage, the high-performance rewriting logic language Maude [34]
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offers an extremely powerful, automated “reasoning engine” that is unmatched by ex-
isting repair methods for XML documents.
The repairing methodology developed in this paper deals with semantic flaws that
are not addressed by classical tools. The framework comes with a language for defining
correctness and completeness conditions on XML repositories. Thus, our rewriting-based
(verification and) repairing technique is able to get rid of forbidden/incorrect patterns
and amend incomplete/missing documents in a (semi-)automatic way.
In our implementation of WifiX, we exploit the capabilities of Maude that are par-
ticularly suitable for our task, such as the built-in associative-commutative pattern
matching and intensive meta-programming capabilities. We have benchmarked WifiX
and obtained a very good performance in several cases. We have also proposed a service-
oriented architecture that makes the repairing capabilities of the system easily accessible
to Internet requests.
As future work, we plan to study new repair strategies that minimize the information
to be removed.
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